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New chemistry building
set as construction priority

Susan Blackmon is busily working on a chemistry experiment in
Brackett Hall, a building which does not meet OSHA standards
because of ventilation problems. Plans for renovating Brackett as
well as for the construction of a new chemistry building, are listed
as top priorities to receive funding from the commission on Higher
Education.

by William Pepper
news editor
The state Commission on Higher Education recently announced that the construction of a new chemistry building at Clemson
is the top construction priority on its list,
which will be presented to the state Budget
and Control Board.
The commission has recommended that
the state provide $7.4 million for the construction project. The project is expected to
cost approximately $11.6 million.
The university originally requested $2.2
million from the state legislature for the
renovation of Brackett Hall. That request
was approved by the General Assembly last
year.
Economic feasibility
After consulting with architects, the
university determined that it would be more
economically feasible to construct a new
building. "The architect said it would require as much (money) as is needed to build
a new building in order to meet OSHA (Occupational Health and Safety Administration) requirements," explained Melvin
Barnette, vice president for business and
finance.
Barnette explained that construction is
necessary to meet the OSHA standards.
"The ventilation in Brackett has never been
adequate." He emphasized that the university is doing the work on its own and was
, not ordered to do so by OSHA.
One of the reasons for the high cost of
renovating Brackett Hall to meet OSHA
standards is that only a portion of the
building could be renovated at one time.
"We cannot give up much of the building at
a time because of the class demands. This
method of renovating increases the cost,"
Barnette explained.
Methods of funding
The construction project will be funded
primarily by state capital improvement
bonds if the commission recommendation
is followed. These bonds will supply $9.6
million of the projected cost. This figure includes the $2.2 million appropriated last
year for the renovation of Brackett Hall.

The remainder of the construction is expected to be funded by state institution
bonds which are financed by student funds.
"We will try to get more money through,
capital improvement bonds so we can keep
some of the institutional bond money for
emergencies and for smaller projects,"
Barnette said.
The administrator stated that the construction project will not lead to an increase
in student fees. "We believe we can cover
the bonds without an increase. We are not
considering an increase in fees for that
building or any other building."
Approval stages
Before the funds for the project are actually appropriated, the proposal must go
through a series of approval stages. The
recommendation of the Commission on
Higher Education must go to the state
Budget and Control Board for approval.
The board will, in turn, make a recommendation to the General Assembly for final approval during the upcoming legislative session.
According to Barnette, the availability of
bond funds will be the only problem "if
there are any problems." Barnette explained that the state treasurer has placed a
freeze on state bonds because of the current
interest rates. "Long-term bonds are hard
to sell because of the interest rates. No one
wants to tie up their money for that long."
Location uncertain
The location of the new building has not
yet been determined. Site selection will be a
part of the master planning project. According to Barnette, the university will start
looking at sites for the new buiding and the
proposed performing arts center after
Christmas.
After the new chemistry building is completed, the university plans to renovate
Brackett Hall for use as a social sciences
building.
Future projects
Barnette stated that there are other
renovation projects on campus that will be
See VENTILATION — page 7

Faculty, students might aid search for deans
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
A proposal calling for more faculty and
student participation in the selection of
academic administrators was passed at
Tuesday's meeting of the Faculty Senate.
Currently, the Faculty Manual stipulates
appointment of "search committees" for
academic administrators rather than
democratic selection of committee members
by the faculty affected. It does not provide
for any student input.
' 'We feel that the faculty is capable of exercising sound judgement in the selection of
administrators. Student input is a valuable
asset, also," said Roger Rollin. He is chairman of the Policy Committee, from which
the legislation originated.
The intent of the resolution is to supplant
the Faculty Manual.
Appointment specifications
When an academic administrator is to be

appointed, a faculty committee, with a student representative if appropriate, would be
formed to select a short list of candidates
for the position. This list would be presented to the administrator making the appointment.
For the selection of an administrator
within a department, such as a department
head, the committee would be formed of
faculty members within the affected college, with a majority of the committee
members coming from within the affected
department. The dean of the college would
make the appointment.
For selecting assistant deans, associate
deans or directors within a college, a majority of the committee members would be
chosen from within the affected college,
with a minority appointed by the dean of
that college. Again, the dean of the college
would make the final appointment.
In selecting an academic administrator
for an off-campus program, a list of candidates would be submitted by representatives

of the affected off-campus program and the
related on-campus college. The dean of the
college would also make this appointment.
For the selection of the dean of a college,
or the director of the library, the majority
of committee members would be representatives of the affected faculty, with the
minority appointed by the provost. The appointment would be made by the provost.
In the selection of a vice provost or a
dean, other than a college dean, the provost
would appoint the search committee in consultation with the Advisory Committee of
the Faculty Senate. The provost would also
make the final appointment.
In selecting a provost, the search committee would be appointed by the president, in
consultation with the Senate Advisory
Committee. And the president would appoint the provost from the list provided.
Other representatives
The resolution also provides for student
representation, both graduate and

undergraduate, if students are affected by
the appointment. Student representatives
would be nominated by student clubs or
assemblies within the unit in question, or, if
that were to prove impractical, by the president of the Student Senate or the president
of the Graduate Student Association.
In addition to the above appointments,
the resolution calls for the board of trustees
to recognize faculty interests in choosing a
president of the university by appointing
the president of the Faculty Senate and at
least one professor.
In other Senate business, a resolution
proposing revisions to the tenure policy and
procedures for appointments and promotions was tabled so that senators could meet
with their respective constituancies.
Since an urgent decision on this legislation is required because it is on the agenda
of the January meeting of the state Education Council, a special Senate meeting will
be held on Nov. 25 for discussion and debate
on the resolution.
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Rock on !
David Ellison and Grant Fisher look
on as camma Sigma Sigma members
Julie Cromartie and Libby
Brookshire rock for the American
Cancer Society. The fourth annual
Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi
Omega Rock-a-thon began at noon
Wednesday and will end at noon
Saturday. Rockers will be at the
Union Plaza and in front of the city
police department. This year's goal
is to raise $1,000 for the charity.
Many students and local businesses
are sponsoring rockers for $5 per
hour. Also, a wishing well to collect
donations is at each location.

Student Senate hears new exam schedule
by Amy Williams
staff writer
The Student Senate was presented an
alternate exam schedule by David Fleming,
coordinator of the Scheduling Office, Monday night.
The exam schedule differs from the one
presently used in that exams would begin on
Monday and end on Friday, as opposed to
lasting until the following Tuesday. The
senators reacted favorably to the proposal,
which would not be made effective any
sooner than next semester.
A resolution which would have changed
the present check cashing policy at the two

canteens was voted down. The resolution
proposed that the hours be extended to
match the operating hours and that the
Lever canteen, which does not cash checks,
begin cashing student checks.
Athletic affairs legislation
The Athletic Affairs Committee brought
out two pieces of legislation. A bill was
passed changing the procedure for selecting
the Homecoming Queen, as is outlined in
the handbook. The committee will work
further with this, and later come out with
another bill specifying the changes.
The other piece of legislation was a
resolution to have the times, places and

dates of the junior varsity football games
announced at the varsity games. The resolution was not passed.
Concerning organizations, three clubs,
Beta Heta, Hedgehogs, and the Bahai club
were voted on and are no longer recognized
by the student government. Also, emergency funds were given to the Rifle Club and
the Block and Bridle Club.
Regulations better defined
The Senate also passed two bills which
better define regulations in the Student
Handbook. The first bill adds to the handbook description of abuse of property. The
addition says, "Negligent use of the proper-

ty of another resulting in damage is also
abuse of property."
Fraud was defined by the other bill. Section II. oart B under Student Regulations
will have the following added to it: "Fraud
is also any misrepresentation of the university or students in any official manner."
Several new items were introduced at the
meeting and were sent to committees for
consideration. Homecoming rules changes
were assigned to the Athletic Affairs committee. A bill to clarify the understanding
of retroactive funding was assigned to the
Judiciary Committee.

inside
Singing telecommunications is the
business of this gypsy. Ann McGarity of Greenville (left) works for
Song-A-Gram, a singing telegram
service, in Greenville. See page 15
for more details.
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One of the hassfcs of parking on
campus is remembering to move
cars parked in the vicinity of the
stadium before the home football
games. Several student leaders have
been getting up and calling the
students who forget to move their
cars. Read about these students on
page 8, and see page 12 for an
editorial on the subject.

CLEMSON VARIETY
AND FRAME SHOP
121 College Ave.

654-1723

CUSTOM FRAMING AND MATTING
CANDLES
ART AND CRAFT SUPPLIES
WICKER
CHRISTMAS MINIATURES
GIFT IDEAS
CROSSTITCH

Favorite needlework done for Christmas!

• MASTER CHARUE
• RANKAWERKARll
LAY AW
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Heavy weight plush
velour tops, crew- and
V-neck reg. *18
CLOSET PRICED M0.90

New shipment of
Calvin Klein jeans
5-pocket Western style
s
28.90
Corduroy Skirts —
Western & wrap-around
styles
reg. *24
ON SALE NOW s9.90

2-in-1 ski jacket by TBD with
zip-out sleeve ... reg. $49
CLOSET PRICED s30.90
MAIN STREET

WALHALLA
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Glemson city elections set for Tuesday
by Van Mattison
managing editor
Elections for the city of Clemson will be
held on Tuesday, Nov. 25. The mayoral
race between Junius R. Smith Jr. and
Hubert J. Webb highlights the election.
Smith and Webb are vying for the office
being vacated in January by Mayor Catherine Smith (no relation to Junius). Mayor
Smith chose not to run for re-election.
Smith
Junius Smith is retired from the textile industry and owns realty property in Clemson. He is a 1959 graduate of the university
and originally a native of Greenville. This is
his first political race.
In an interview with The Tiger, Smith
was asked what he feels are the major concerns of the city for the next four years, and
what he feels should be done. Smith said,
"I feel like Clemson is at a crossroads.
Clemson cannot avoid becoming a town or
a city." He feels that the city must make a
decision about its future growth, whether to
remain small or become larger.
Smith also feels that recreational facilities
for children in Clemson need to be expand-

ed. He noted that children from the town
used to have free roam of the university
before it expanded but that now they are
more restricted and the city lacks adequate
facilities.
The possibility of a cutback in revenue
sharing funds concerns Smith. He noted
that the city budget depends upon $200
thousand to $250 thousand a year on these
funds. Replacing the funds could be a problem for the city, he feels, since the city
already has "the highest millage rate in
Pickens County."
He personally feels "that the tax rate is
high enough." He thinks that city government should "be open and let the citizens
make the decision." The decision, he said,
is between more taxes or hard work to solve
the city's problems.

steel would be too polluting. He points out
that a company like National Cash Register, which located near Liberty, would be
ideal.
He hopes that such an industry would
provide a tax base for the city. Presently,
according to Webb, the city has a $2 million
indebtedness, needs a city hall, and must
complete sewering a remaining 15 percent
of the city.
Webb is retired. He served on the university faculty for 25 years. He also worked
with several state environmental agencies in
Columbia for 10 years before returning to
Clemson in 1975.
Presently, Webb serves on the city council. He has resigned his seat, effective on
Jan. 1. Webb said that he did not want to
cause the city to hold a special election to
fill his council seat if he won.
O.W. Lloyd is running unopposed for
the two years left on Webb's term.

Webb
Financing for the city is the problem that
Webb, Smith's opponent, sees for the
future. Webb noted that the city has no industry and must support itself on taxes
from residents and businesses.
Webb would like to attract an industry to
the city, but wants ' 'an appropriate industry." He said that an industry such as

Three open seats
In the other race, seven people are running for open seats on the council. Two incumbents are running. Betty Janzen and
Larry W. Abernathy are trying to retain
their seats on the council.

ARA names
new head

World Hunger night
surpasses $2,000 goal set
World Hunger Night, held Monday,
Nov. 17, raised "a good bit over $2,000,"
according to Michelle Hopkins, Public
Relations director of the president's
Cabinet.
Hopkins said that a total for the evening
will not be complete until later in the week,
but then added that they could "tell already
by the number of meals skipped that they
had surpassed their goal of $2,000."
The money raised from the event is being
divided between two charity organizations,
OSFAM, a national group which sends
food to needy areas around the world, and
the Greenville Meals on Wheels program.
The Senate voted to split the contributions
between the two groups, rather than giving
it all to OSFAM, so that the results from
the project could be seen locally.

Robert E. Jamison, Patricia Hawkins,
Harry C. Burdette Jr., W. Alvin Gainey Jr.
and Richard R. Byrd are the others in the
race for the seats. All of the council seats
are decided in at-large elections, with the
winners needing a majority of the votes
from the ballots cast.
The polls-will be open from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. on election day. East Clemson Baptist
Church will be the voting place for the
Clemson precinct. Old Stone Church
•precinct will vote at the National Guard Armory.
If a run-off election is necessary, it will be
held on Tuesday, Dec. 9, during the same
hours.
Bill Whitten, elections commission chairman for the city and an economics professor at the university, said that absentee
ballots are available at the city offices at the
train station. He said that they may be picked up through election day. They must be
returned by election day.
Although he had heard no estimates concerning the turnout for the election, he said
"I'm inclined to say that it may be light."
Whitten said that the Old Stone Church
precinct has 842 registered voters. Clemson
precinct is the largest precinct in the state,
with about 4,000 voters.

Hopkins attributed the success of the
night to ARA Food Services. "ARA really
participated in it big; they donated the
money they would have made to this
cause," Hopkins said.
About 62 other schools in the nation participated in World Hunger Night. They include UNC, USC, Georgia, Harvard,
Duke, Notre Dame, Yale, and Princeton.
World Hunger Night received publicity in
the area through local radio stations such as
WFBC, WANS, and WAIM. Communications/Public Relations also promoted
abstinence from the meal through posters,
banners, buttons and a newsletter. In addition, it had students stand in front of Harcombe and Shilletter and explain the situation to students, asking them not to eat.

David DeFratus

yburdouqh

ARA Food Services is getting a new
director of dining services, David DeFratus,
in December, for both Harcombe and
Schilletter dining halls.
DeFratus has been working on campus
for ARA for the past six years. He is currently location manager at Schilletter Dining Hall.
John Talantis, present director of dining
services, is being transferred by ARA to
Alabama. He stated that he is looking forward to the move since he is originally
from Alabama and his children live there.
The duties of the director of dining services include managing the food services and
the employees at Harcombe and Schilletter
dining halls. Other duties are managing
private functions catered by ARA and
managing the athletic training table at
Schilletter Dining Hall.

SANDWICH EMPORIUM

in the Mini Mall
^Q^F
Open 11-2, 5-10 Mon.-Fri., 11-5, 5-10 Sat. & Sun.

FREE ON-CAMPUS
DELIVERY
5-10 Mon.-Sat.
11-3 Sun.
Receive your food within
45 minutes or get a
FREE drink . . . Why wait

any longer?

POST-GAME HAPPY HOUR
25$ Draft After USC Game
'til 6 p.m.

MONDAY NIGHT PIZZA BUFFET
All you can eat — *3.25

Something for everybody

GAZPACHO, SALADS, QUICHE,
SANDWICHES, PIZZA, SPUDS, & SUDS
654-6895 or 654-7095

Sourdough's . . . why not tonight?
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS

CLASSIFIEDS

Got a problem? Piled to the gills with homework, and can't see
your way out? Just want to talk? Call Hotline. They care. 8
p.m.-7 a.m. nightly, call 654-1040. They are wailing to hear from

Area band looking for career minded keyboard player —
Top-40 Format — Call 882-2108 or 646-9803.

you!
The Michelin Tire Corporation sponsors an annual grant in the
amount of $2,000 for study in France. Application forms for the
1981-82 grant will be available in the language department office (Strode Tower 201) in January 1981. The deadline is Feb. 20.
For requirements and more information, contact: Dr. Daniel J.
Calvez. 512 Strode Tower, phone 3048.
As part of the Japanese Film Series, the College of Architecture will present "Kyoto Imperial Villa." The film will be shown
in room 111, Lee Hall Auditorium, from 3:35 to 4:45 p.m. on
Dec. 1.
Student are invited to attend the meetings of the Baptist Student Union. This Sunday night, Charlie Saylor will be speaking at
7:15. Because of Thanksgiving holidays, there will be no meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 26.
The Piedmonl Highlanders Bagpipe Band is having classes
. beginning on Thursday, Dec. 4, al 7:30 p.m. at the Church of the
Redeemer, located at Mauldin and South Pleasantburg Drives, to
teach anyone interested in learning to play the bagpipes or drums.
Anyone wishing for more details, call George Campbell at
242-6920 or 288-8885.
Student with vehicles parked in the C-6, C-7, R-3, R-4, R-5 and
R-6 parking areas, in the vicinity of the stadium and the coliseum,
must move their vehicles the night prior to home football games.
An Ecumenical Thanksgiving Service will be celebrated by the
Clemson area churches on Tuesday, Nov. 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the
new St. Andrew's Catholic Church, Sloan and Edgewood in
Clemson. The public is invited to participate.

The Clemson Dancers will present "A Potpourri of Dance" on
Monday, Nov. 24, in Daniel Auditorium. Performances will beat
3:30 and 8 p.m. Admission is free.

MODEL WANTED — Photographer building portfolio for
scholarship needs model with a good knowledge of makeup and a
contemporary wardrobe. Experience not required. Call 654-6463
between 4 and 6 p.m.
For sale: One student ticket to the Clemson-South Carolina
game. In the upper deck. Asking $11. Call 2150 between 4:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. on Friday. Ask for Bozo.
Overseas Jobs — Summer/year round. Europe, South
America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$l,200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free information. Write 1JC, Box 52-SC1, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
One bedroom trailer for rent. Quiet, private, wooded lot. i'/i
miles from campus. $100/month. Available Dec. 15. Call dinner
time or late evening, 654-3120.
To Rent: 2-bedroom house, partially furnished, $200/month
plus utilities. 285 E. Blue Ridge St., Pendleton. Alice C. Kilzo,
393-3121, Darlington.
Found: One car cover. Call 8587 to claim.
Lost: St. Anthony medal and neckchain. If found, please call
7776. Reward.
Editing — from proofreading to restructuring for your written
composition. Read and critiqued by qualified guidelines.
Themes, papers, reports, proposals, graduate work. Before you
turn it in, make sure your written work speaks for you.
Reasonable rates; located behind Mini Mall. For more information, call Elaine Bearden 882-9607, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., other times
654-5718. Proofreading only for freshman English and advanced
composition work.
Lost: A flat, brown, paper bag containing two magazines and
some money. Return to Mr. Campbell's office in Daniel Hall
(slide under door), or call Donna Schneider at 656-8939.

Looking for a ride to Mobile, Ala., or vicinity anytime. Will
share expenses. Call Val at 654-4050.

J.B. (Alias: Crip), Without you life would be unbearable. May
I type your papers under my mirrors? Better yet — Call me at
2:10. Love 91/2.

Female roommate needed to share corner room in Manning
with junior who smokes cigarettes, drinks, and keeps late hours
(quietly, though). Room has Oriental rug and many plants. Call
656-6293 or 2167.

GARRY LITTLE d', Thanks for trying to fix OSCAR. Sorry
the weekend wasn't profitable for you, but I couldn't have gotten
through it without your moral support. Love, A "Cocky"
Gamecock.

PERSONALS

To my little Polish pumpkin — forded any rivers lately?
Remember — I love you. "Pookie."
(
Pam — Congratulations for finishing school successfully —

Lonely. Need Dates. Call anytime. John Bimbo — 654-6872,
Tommy Jockstrap - 269-4165. We're homely, but lovable.

Bob.
Buffy, Happy 19th, Welcome to Tiger Town — Always and
forever.

Dear Thumper, Here you go. Love, Mr. Mole and Co., Inc.
Abdul Quddes (Indian) B. SC. M.T. working in King Faisal
Specialist Hospital Riyadh Saudi Arabia. Looking for a girl from
the United States, interested party apply with photos to P.O. Box
3354. (pathology lab).

Hey! Sidewalk Sleeper: Good luck at Flying High. You'll do
well. Your questionable looking airport chauffeur.
Cobra to Sapphire, do you copy, over. Are you clear for take
off stardate 208012:06? 639-6034.

Pat, Good luck with the finals, esp. CPSI. Moo U's, Mad Programmer.

To the Clemson College Bowl team which went to the CBS
Radio Tournament in Charlotte, N.C., this weekend and got beat
by Princeton in the first round: 1 still think we were the best up
there; well, at least we weren't nerds with cokes, and we didn't get
fooled by the Debs. Thanks to you all, and especially Liz, for putting up with my ineptitude. John Kleinhenz.

Harriett: Happy Holidays, and keep in touch next semester.
Thanks for a marvelous evening. You Know Who.
Floyd and Emory — Don't tell anyone I'm a Dult! — Navin.
Frog, Happy 21st Birthday Babe, Love Tad.

Happy Birthday, Leah! — S.G.

Dear Staph: It has been an enjoyable two years working here
with you-all. Keep up the excellent work. I must say that 1 am
looking forward to becoming a bastard child of the "Clemson
Family." Circ. Mgr.

BERTBUT,
C1D9C5E8D6E4D9C5C1D3D3E8
C4E4D4C2C5D6E4C7C8E3D6C4C5C3D6C4C5C1D3D3E3C8C9E26F. GAROWIL-KBERSK.
Happy 20th Birthday, Pam. We love you because of Motel
Hell. — Dino and Elmo.

Wolverine — didn't you know phrogs have forked tongues?
KJas Arhidy — Vada me a poutsa... — Scott Anafas

Ghetto Girls — Congratulations on a great season, it was fun!
Post season party next! Love, your coaches, Jimmy, Pete, Paul,

Van — How many boxes will it be this week?!

Norman, Ira.

Cutout
for
DelTaco.
Buy^atacoorburrito jftlO
ind get one of the sami

Ci# Fiesta saiaa ana jfflk

PBEB! a

only 990.

One coupon per transaction, please.
Up to a group of 4 may use this coupon.

^M^l
*V* *J

Twotacos 9
only 99$.
9
One coupon per transaction, please.
Up to a group of 4 may use this coupon.

Va wA I
*^F^® M

.. Medium Soft Drink W

^fm jiA
1^111^
^/^

One
One coupon
coupon per
per transaction,
transaction please.
please.
Up to a group of 4 may use thjscoupon

^fl
tK^
^PPTl
mJ

I Save
Save l
^e\Metf**,^
S9C
890

0ne
coupon per transaction, please.
1^ Up to a group of 4 may use this coupon.
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Progress of proposals pleases Lovelace
by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
Student Body President Oscar Lovelace
is pleased about the progress being made on
the proposals he presented in the form of a
legislative package to Student Senate early
this fall.
One of these "political promises," as
Lovelace termed the proposals, was to provide more effective representation for all
minority students on the Minority Council.
The bill to reorganize the Minority Council was passed by the Senate and is waiting
for the signature of Walter Cox, vice president of student affairs.
The bill calls for the Minority Council,
which consists of 10 students, to have a fair
representation of all ethnic groups.
Minority council composition
At least three of the 10 members must be
international students; three American
minority students, and the remaining four
will be chosen by the student body vice
president.
"Before, it was all American minority
students on the council," Lovelace said.
"In this way, all ethnic groups can be
represented." Data concerning the number
of foreign students enrolled will be obtained from the Admissions Office.
Also, the Minority Council met with
President Bill Atchley and discussed the
possibility of leaving the dormitories open
for those who don't go home during
breaks. Atchley referred this problem to
Manning Lomax, director of housing, who
is working on a plan for that request.
The status of visas is another problem
which the Minority Council discussed with
Atchley. Since some visas are obligatory,

which means the student must go back to
his home country, this creates difficulties
for those seeking jobs in the United States.
Employees will often refuse to seriouslv talk
to students with obligatory visas.
Service Proposals
Several of the proposals in Lovelace's
package dealt with services on campus.
The recommendation that Harcombe
have a seconds line was one such proposal.
ARA Food Services is presently doing a cost
feasibility study on this matter.
Although the bill to have covered bike
racks passed the Senate and the Cabinet,
Lovelace is doubtful about the outcome of
the bill. Melvin Barnette, vice president of
business and finance, said that the covered
racks might obstruct some important walkways. He said the placement of the racks
would probably need to be incorporated into the Master Building Plan of the universityThe resolution calling for the elimination
of student deposits at the student bank was
passed by Senate and, as a result, this service will be stopped by January, Lovelace
said.
Although the deposit service will be
eliminated, Lovelace emphasized that the
check cashing service at the Bursar's Office
will not. be eliminated.
Grade reports
Student grade reports must now be
distributed within the guidelines of the
Rights of Privacy Act, after Senate's bill on
this matter was passed. Now students must
present their IDs before receiving semester
grades or even midterm reports.
The bill concerning parking signs is still
in committee, Lovelace said.

Lovelace is pleased with the improvement
concerning the registration for transfer
students. Senate passed a resolution which
calls for three orientation sessions for
transfer students and at least one faculty
member from each department to be present at each of these orientation sessions.
The faculty members will be available to
evaluate students' transcripts.
Another bill, which calls for a stamp
machine to be installed on East Campus,
passed in the Senate, but John Newton,
director of facilitating services, said the
stamps would probably cost 17 cents. This extra cost, he said, would be necessary to meet
extra operating costs for such a machine.
Also, since the machine would cost over
$1,000, the purchase would have to be approved by the state legislature.
The possibility of locating a study room
on East Campus especially for commuting
students is still being considered in committee, Lovelace said.

Oscar Lovelace

SAG seeks alumni donations
The Student Alumni Council conducted
its fall telethon Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, Nov. 10-12, between the hours
of 6 and 9 p.m.
SAC members contacted alumni who
gave to the Alumni Loyalty Fund last year
but have not yet contributed during 1980.
As of Oct. 31, the balance of the fund was
$420,000.
The Loyalty Fund supports academic improvement programs and student activities
benefiting the entire university.

Seven phones were manned continuously
during the telethon hours in the Alumni
Center and in the Daniel House, which
houses offices of the Clemson University
Foundation. Under the direction of Libby
Trotter, the chief coordinator, 33 members
of the SAC shared in making the calls.
John Gilpin, SAC president, announced
that more than 1,000 alumni were contacted
during the three three-hour intervals.
Last year's total contributions were a
record-breaking $1.3 million.
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Chemical
Engineering
National Starch and Chemical Corporation, one of the fastest'growing "specialty
chemicals" companies and a recognized
leader in its field, has unique opportunities
offering exceptional career potential for
seniors majoring in the above.
Please visit our Representative on

November 25, 1980
If unable to attend please send your resume to
|&5*^ Carol Dedrick, College Relations Manager
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General Assembly will read students bills
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
Eleven bills proposed by Clemson
delegates were passed by the South
Carolina State Student Legislature at its fall
session last weekend in Columbia. These
bills, along with others passed by the state
Student Legislature, will now be printed in a
booklet and presented to the state General
Assembly in January.
Along with having 74 percent of its bills
ATTENTION

passed, the Clemson delegation was also
voted Best Large School Delegation, beating the University of South Carolina
"Clemson and Carolina are rivals in the
state Student Legislature as well as on the
football field," said John Pettigrew,
delegation chairman. "We were opposed
on just about everything, but happily, the
sides we took usually won out."
Individually, J. Holliman won an award
for best bill presentation for his bill on
legalizing interracial marriages. Such mar-

riages are presently illegal according to state
law.
All but four of Clemson's proposed bills
passed. Wes Kirkland proposed a bill that
passed requiring a five-cent deposit on
every beer and soft drink container in an attempt to cut down on littering. Johnny Smith proposed a bill commending the state General Assembly for its stand
against the Equal Rights Amendment and
recommending that it continue that stand'.
The bill was hotly debated but passed.

A bill to limit state spending to the rate of
personal income, and thereby limiting the
growth of the state government, was proposed by John Warner. This bill also passed.
The state Student Legislature was held in
much the same manner as the state Senate.
The session opened Nov. 13 with a day of
committee meetings. Nov. 14-16 was then
spent debating bills and in elections. No
Clemson delegate was elected to a position
in the Student Legislature, however.
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Students help with Air Force base design
Twenty-three Clemson graduate students
in architecture and three professors have
helped the U.S. Air Force with design problems. The project was to design an allpurpose hangar and support facility for the
Thunderbird precision flying team and the
headquarters building for Nellis Air Force
Base, where the Thunderbirds are stationed.
A team of tactical engineers, led by Gen.
Richard Dunwoody, was sent to Clemson
to review the students' proposals to meet
Air Force requirements and the demands of
the Nevada desert.
"As far as I know, the Air Force has
never used a university as a resource for
solving architectural problems," Dunwoody, the commander of the operations
support wing at Nellis, said.

Refreshing ideas
He said, "The ideas these students have
are most refreshing. Input like this helps the
Air Force save bucks and do the job more
intelligently, while the students here at
Clemson get a real-world, problem-solving
experience."
The Air Force rarely employs architects
since most of its construction projects are
standardized. According to Dunwoody, the
engineers wanted innovative ideas for the
Nellis projects before formulating a proposal for Pentagon funding.
The graduate design class of Fritz Roth,
professor of architecture, worked on the
hangar problem. According to Roth, the
challenge to be innovative was the most
valuable part of the experience to his
students.
Several of the designs displayed "the

Engineers build beanstalk
climbers for class project
by Keith Mattison
staff writer
The Mechanical Engineering 201 "Jack
and the Beanstalk" competition will be
Nov. 24 between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. The
contest will be by the steps in front of the
library.
The object of the contest is to build a
device, or "Jack," to climb a taut rope, or
"beanstalk." At the top of the beanstalk,
Jack must recover a treasure.
The treasure consists of navy peas, according to the professor in charge of the
contest, Cecil Huey, so it really should be
called "Jack and the Peastalk." The Jack
that collects the most peas is the winner.
Prizes are awarded to the designers of the
three best Jacks.
Other restrictions in the design are that
Jack can only be 12 inches long when
measured vertically. Jack must have an onboard means of climbing the beanstalk, and

no part of the design can be jettisoned on
purpose. Jack also cannot cut the stalk. All
power for the machine is supplied by 12
rubber bands.
Huey said that "climbing the rope seemed to be the most difficult part of the problem to the students, at first. Since they
have started work, that problem does not
seem so bad."
The contest is an assigned class project.
A group of students works together on its
device and submits reports together. The:
class and the contest teach students to come
up with new ideas and perfect the ideas.
The students also learn to communicate
their ideas through drawings and other
means.
In the past the ME 201 projects have included a frisbee thrower powered by rubber
bands, a submarine to pick up beads,
devices to pick up pennies off the floor, and
cars powered by pieces of tin can.

ultra-modern sleekness of a 21st-century
aircraft." Roth explained that the students
had to develop original ideas because
"there's no prototype" for designing a jet
aircraft hangar.
Invisible hangar
Christian LeBlanc, a fifth-year student
from Greenville, designed an "invisible"
hangar. This design placed all aircraft
maintenance and storage facilities below
ground, while a helium-filled canopy
floated above the desert on cables.
LeBlanc's use of helium is based on
technology developed in the 1930s. Dunwoody and his team of civil engineers were
impressed by the economy of the design,
which uses a non-combustible gas to provide an inexpensive and highly mobile aircraft hangar.
"This exercise gives our students the

chance to explore some extremely dramatic
structural systems. They didn't invent any
new structures, but they did apply sound
design principles in a very innovative way,"
Roth stated.
The arrangement between the Air Force
and Clemson was proposed last summer by
Gayland Witherspoon, head of the department of architectural studies. Witherspoon
was on summer reserve duty at Nellis when
he learned of the plans for the projects. He
saw that the design problems would fit the
needs of his department's students.
"Our students' needs come first, so it's
really good when the requirements of our
curriculum coincide with a public need,"
Witherspoon said. In the past, architecture students and their professors have
helped design public buildings for many
South Carolina cities and counties.

. . . Ventilation does not
meet OSHA standards
continued from page 1
undertaken in the future. He cited Long
and Godfrey Halls as examples of buildings
in need of some renovation. "There are
several buildings that may need $200-300 of
work done. But it is almost impossible to
get funding for projects of that size."

The next major renovation project will
probably involve the restoration of Hardin
Hall. "When we get Brackett completed,
we plan to restore Hardin Hall to its
original size. We are trying to provide better
space for the social sciences," Barnette explained.

Pageant deadline nears
The deadline for submitting applications for the 1981 Miss South CarolinaUSA pageant is Dec. 15. The two-day
pageant will begin Feb. 13 in Myrtle
Beach. The pageant is an official preliminary to Miss USA and Miss Universe.
All girls interested in competing in the
pageant must write to the Miss S.C.
Pageant Headquarters at 173-H Rutledge
\ve., Charleston 29403. Letters should

include a recent photograph, a brief biography and a phone number.
No performing talent is required of
contestants. All judging is based on poise,
personality and beauty of face and figure.
Applicants must be between the ages of 18
and 28, never married, and at least sixmonth residents of South Carolina. Outof-state female college student are,
therefore, qualified for the competition.
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Student orators compete for Trustees' Medal
competition," Dunn commented, "The
speakers were truly outstanding ... I was
much impressed, and the speakers were better than last year."
Topics

by David Ingram
staff writer
Demonstrating their oratorical abilities,
five students competed in the final round of
the 76th annual competition for the
Trustees' Medal on Monday night at Daniel
Auditorium.
Each of the contestants prepared an original speech of not more than 10 minutes in
length on an independently chosen topic.
The speakers were evaluated by three judges on their topic, support, logic, composition, style, and delivery.
From an initial field of more than 35 contestants, the five finalists were chosen in
qualification rounds held on Nov. 12 and
13. The five who advanced to the final
round on Monday night were Catherine
Gorman, Mike Allsep, Julie Carter, Larry
Davis, and Lynn Gorbett.
Judges
Judges for this year's competition were
Dr. Charles W. Dunn, head of the department of political science; Richard F. Larson, head of the department of sociology;
and Joseph B. McDevitt, executive officer
to the president's office.
According to Dr. Bernard K. Duffy, an
assistant professor of speech and coordinator of this year's event, the basic purpose
of the Trustees' Medal competition is to
recognize and encourage excellent speaking. The English 301 classes, which teach
public speaking concepts, are each encouraged to send a representative to the competition, but not all of the contestants are
presently enrolled in one of these classes.

Illegally parked
drivers warned
In an attempt to save students' money,
five members of the student government
have been getting up early on the mornings
of home football games and calling the
owners of vehicles parked in towing zones
to remind them to move their cars.
"We get up at 5:30 on Saturday mornings and go to all the lots to find the cars
that are illegally parked," said Mike Brewington, student body attorney general.
"Then we start calling the owners between
6:15 and 6:30. We make every effort to get
in contact with them, and in some cases we
have even called friends and relatives in an
attempt to get these cars moved."
Over the past five home football weekends, 234 people have been called to move
their cars, but only 106 vehicles have been
towed. And only 56 of those cars towed
were owned by students. On one occasion
only five cars were towed, which was a
record low.
Brewington estimated that he and his
committee have saved students over $2,500
in towing charges alone. "That's not including the money spent in paperwork and
paying the workers," he added. "Altogether, we have probably saved over $3,000 in
doing this service." The other four
members of the committee are David Kennedy, Sonja Maddox, Weldon Sims, and
Vicki Sinnett.
They will not be calling students to remind them to move their cars before basketball games, however. Vehicles parked in
C-7, R-4, and R-5 parking areas will have to
be moved at least six hours prior to the
women's basketball games. "Notices will be
posted, but it will be the student's responsibility to make sure that his car is moved
before the game," Brewington said.

Larrv Davis was one of the five finalists speaking Monday night
at the Trustees' Medal competition. Davis discussed the amount of
student funding which is Peing used for the stadium addition.
The Trustees' Medal is presented by the
University trustees and is the highest and
oldest nonacademic award given by Clemson University. It is awarded on Honors and
Awards Day in the spring semester, but the
winner on Monday night will not be kept in

Need extra money?
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The Tiger, Dept. MDM
Box 2097, Clemson ,U.
Clemson, SC 29632
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suspense until then. Adhering to tradition,
President Bill Atchley will notify the winner
by letter within the new few weeks.
Dunn, who has been a judge in the
past, called this year the "best year yet" for
the annual event. Praising the "very keen

Encompassing a wide range of topics, the
speeches presented important problems and
offered possible solutions. Gorman spoke
first on apathy, calling it "a plague of the
1970s and 1980s" that affects all levels of
society, including the college classroom.
Allsep followed with a speech pointing
out the deficiencies of the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library and proposing to solve the
present situation with proper funding and
planned growth.
In her speech entitled "Hables
Espanol?," Carter demonstrated the
necessity for Americans to learn a second
language and suggested that "foreign"
language instruction be started in the first
grade.
Turning the audience's attention back to
Clemson University with his speech, Davis
used charts to support his argument that
"students are paying for a disproportional
cost of maintaining athletic facilities."
In the final speech, Gorbett alluded to
the seriousness of the increased divorce
rate. She stated that "over 50 percent of all
marriages end in divorce" and mentioned
that even President-elect Ronald Reagan is
a divorcee.
- After the last speech was given, Duffy presented each of the finalists with a plaque to recognize his speaking achievements.
According to Duffy, a sister contest named Speech Night will be initiated in the spring.

Get a job!
Unless people stop wearing
clothes or decorating their homes,
there will always be a need for
textiles.
And there will always be a need
for textile graduates.
South Carolina's Textile Industry
needs the kind of technically trained
textile graduates that Clemson can
produce. Find out how to become
one!
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Distribution date set for Chronicle
The Chronicle, official student variety
magazine of Clemson University, will be
distributed early in exam week, Dec. 8.
Appearing each semester, the Chronicle
publishes student work in fiction, poetry,
art and photography, as well as essays and
features.
Beginning publication in 1897, the
Chronicle is the oldest student publication
at Clemson. However, for unknown reasons, publication ceased in 1929. The
Chronicle was revived in 1960 and has since
led a controversial existence.
Publication last year was delayed due to a
conflict between the publisher, administration and the magazine over two nude photographs selected for the art section of the
magazine. Finally published last spring, the
Chronicle featured winners of a campuswide literature competition as well as art,
including one of the controversial nudes.
The upcoming fall issue features a wide
variety of student work, including an investigation into past student life at Clemson, an art feature, poetry and literature,

Rick Sturgis and Mike Allsep captured
and a story right out of the Middle Ages.
third place in the debate competition. In inStudents leaving before the distribution dividual events, Tricia Johnson placed third
of the magazine may pick up their copy in in poetry interpretation; Gary Button placJanuary at the Chronicle office, ninth level ed fourth in storytelling; Allsep placed fifth
of the Student Union. The Chronicle is free in novice impromptu; and Button and
to all students, faculty, and employees of Johnson placed fifth in dramatic duo interthe university.
pretation.
The Forensic Union begins its spring
competition at Auburn University on Jan.
16. Any student who desires information
about the organization and upcoming
forensic events should contact Duffy or
The Clemson Forensic Union concluded Nancy Lafferty, the individual events
its fall season by capturing fifth place in coach.
regional competition involving 12 schools,
held at East Tennessee State University in
Chattanooga.
Dr. Bernard K. Duffy, director of the
forensic organization and the debate coach,
Dr. Charles W. Dunn, head of the
said that the good showing in the competipolitical science department, will address
tion was "an indication of the breadth,
the Clemson chapter of the American
depth, and quality of our participation."
Seven students competed in both individual Association of University Professors on
and debating events last Friday and Satur- Monday, Nov. 24, at 4 p.m. in room 108,
Strode Tower.
day^

Forensic Union
places high

Political scientist
to address group

The topic of Dunn's address is "Professors and Politicians: Shedding Cloaks
of Innocence and Ignorance." The speech
will analyze the conflicting myths of the
worlds of politics and academia.

Best lineman
will receive honors
Spartan Food Systems in Spartanburg
will award the Spartan Foods Trophy to the
winner of the annual Clemson-South
Carolina football garne^
In addition, Spartan Foods will present
two $500 scholarships to the athletic funds
of each school. The scholarships will be
given in the name of the outstanding lineman on each team as selected at the game
by sports writers and broadcasters. The
names of the linemen will be announced
just prior to the end of the Nov. 22 game.
Spartan Foods is the owner and
operator of Hardee's restaurants and
Quincy's Family Steak Houses.
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Asheville homes offer alternative
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
For those who are into pilgrimages of the
literary variety, a day's excursion into the
scenic mountains around Asheville, N.C.,
provides an educational alternative to
Saturday afternoons spent hanging around
Clemson's downtown attractions.
The homes of two of the "greats" of
American literature — Carl Sandburg and
Thomas Wolfe — can be reached by driving
north on Highway 25 for a couple of hours.
Sandburg home
Connemara, the home of poet/biographer/novelist Carl Sandburg for his last 22
years, is in Flat Rock, N.C., about 25 miles
this side of Asheville. Visitors should turn
off Highway 25 onto Little River Road at
the Flat Rock Playhouse. Admission is free.
Sandburg moved to western North
Carolina from Michigan in 1945 because
the climate was ideal for the dairy goat herd
that belonged to his wife, Paula (who died
in 1977), and daughter, Helga. And there
he remained until 1967, when he died at the
ripe old age of 89.
Shortly after his death, a movement
began to preserve his home, and, on Oc-

tober 17, 1968, it was established as a
National Historic Site by an act of Congress. Thanks to Paula, who was very interested in giving the farm up to the public
because of her husband's reputation as the
"poet of the people," Connemara is exactly
as it was when he lived and worked there.
Visitors can browse through Sandburg's
books (12,500 of them, hauled in by boxcar), observe the simple furniture ("early
Sears Roebuck," according to Paula) and
see his cluttered study, where he wrote
poetry for over 20 years.
On seeing that study, with the typewriter
perched precariously on a wooden crate and
a multitude of disheveled papers strewn
about the floor, one wonders how he ever
managed to get anything written and
published.
In addition, if you can stand the smell,
visitors can see a small part of Paula's goat
herd in a barn about 100 merciful yards
from the house.
Wolfe home
Continuing on to Asheville, one can find
the Thomas Wolfe house by following the
many signs placed there for the benefit of
tourists or by asking one of the natives, also

placed there for the benefit of tourists.
The boarding house owned by the
novelist's mother, Julia, is exactly, to a letter, as he described it in "Look Homeward,
Angel."
The Wolfe house is a North Carolina
Historic Site and is administered by the
Division of Archives and History of the
North Carolina Department of Cultural
Resources. Like the Sandburg home,
almost every piece of furniture from the
days when Wolfe grew up there remains intact, along with some of the furniture from
his last New York apartment.
Wolfe died in 1938 at the age of 38. But it
was long after his death before Asheville
got around to honoring him or even regarding him as a favorite son. That is because he
based many of the unsavory characters in
his novels on real citizens and the talk of tar
and feathers had to die down before they
would lionize him.
To try to compete with Wolfe in describing the house is very nearly impossible — so
you'll have to take this poor hack's word
for the worth of the visit and see it yourself,
along with the Sandburg home along the
way.

See you next
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Involved voice
Faculty Senate passed a resolution Tuesday that would, if accepted by the administration, provide for representation of faculty
members and students in selecting
academic administrators.
This legislation would change
the procedures spelled out in the
Faculty Manual for forming
search-and-screening committees
for academic administrators such
as department heads, deans of colleges or administrators of offcampus programs.
At present, the Faculty Manual
stipulates that these "search committees" be appointed. It does not
refer to student representation at
all.
The Faculty Senate resolution
calls for a majority of search committee members to be elected from
the academic unit affected, while
still allowing for the appointment

of a minority of the members.
Student representation, both
graduate and undergraduate if applicable, from the area affected is
also called for.
These committees would then
submit a short, one- or two-name,
list for the administrator making
the final decision to choose from.
This system offers an excellent
compromise since the administration would still be able to make
the final decision in appointing
academic administrators, yet it
would be restricted somewhat to
the desires of the faculty and
students.
It only makes sense that the two
groups most directly affected by
the appointment of an academic
administrator, faculty and
students, should have a voice in
the matter.

Helpful justice
The judicial branch of student
government has the notorious
reputation of being the group that
victimizes students caught for
residence rules violations.
That reputation is sometimes
deserved; however, contrary to
that reputation, the judicial
branch has been doing something
to keep students from being
screwed by a stupid rule.
The university requires students
to move their cars from several
parking lots before home games so
that IPTAY members can use the
spaces. If the cars aren't moved,
the university tows the vehicles
and charges the students.
Mike Brewington, student body

attorney general, and other
members of the judicial branch
have been getting up on Saturday
mornings to warn students that i
they must move their cars.
The number of cars towed is
down significantly from last year,
and a lot of students have been
spared the hassle and cost of having cars dragged away.
Brewington and the other four
helping him — David Kennedy,
Sonja Maddox, Weldon Sims, and
Vicki Sinnett — all deserve praise
for their efforts.
The reminding service was an
excellent idea — the kind that will
help the judicial branch dispel its
past notoriety.
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editor's note
This Tiger is the final issue of the
semester. The Tiger will resume production
during registration week of next semester,
and the first paper will be out on Jan. 9.
(Look for a gamecock on the front page if
Clemson loses tomorrow's game.)
Students who are lost without a media
publication to read during December can
look for the Chronicle during the first week
of exams. The Chronicle is a variety
magazine published by students.

Also, The Tiger would like to say farewell
to Mike Marzec, circulation manager, who
will finally graduate in December.
Applications for circulation manager are
now being accepted. Any student desiring
the job is welcome to fill out an application
at The Tiger offices. Some computer experience is helpful. A senior staff election
for this position will be held on Tuesday,
Jan. 6.

corrections
Last week's paper incorrectly reported
that in-state student tuition is $1,210 per
semester. Students pay this much per year
in tuition.
Also, in his Trailing the Tiger column

last week, Cobb Oxford forgot that the
University of South Carolina Gamecocks
lost to Georgia. He mistakenly reported
that the team lost to Michigan.
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letters to the editor

Police should investigate 'rape rumors
This is in reference to an article in last
week's Tiger concerning the rumors of rape
on the Clemson campus. Maybe instead of
spending so much time trying to dispel
these alleged rape rumors, the campus
security should try to find out if there is
any truth to them. Granted, Redfern may
not have treated any rape cases, and the
police may not have had any cases reported
to them, but this does not mean that these
incidents have not occurred.
We know of one incident in which the
victim escaped potential rape only after
striking her attacker. This incident was
reported to the police by the victim only
after much encouragement from her
friends. All victims should be encouraged
to report any incident of rape or harassment. If reported, the police can help to
spare others from such an experience.
We would like to encourage students to
be wary when walking around alone and to
ask that no one go out alone after dark. It
is not necessary for students to be fearful,
but one can never be too cautious. Even
though Clemson is a small town, it is not
an innocent as students tend to believe.
Lynn Ballentine
Molly Rainey

Go Tigers!
I am a soccer player and wish to remind
you guys that the task before you on Saturday is a prodigious one, and it is one that
must be accomplished if you guys do not
wish to shame yourselves and disgrace
Clemson University as well.
You guys will have everything to be
proud of if you win, and you will have
everything to be ashamed of if you lose this
game on Nov. 22. Clemson's residents will
not forgive and forget.
I'll tell you what — do not expect that
you will win the University of South
Carolina on a platter of gold. If you have
that in mind, it is tantamount to self-deceit.

as Frank Church, the Kennedys, or FDR
were around, to live in blissful ignorance of
poverty, unsafe work conditions, and
racism. Liberals aren't perfect, Mr. Beyer,
but thank God this country's progressive
factions (of both parties and non-aligned)
came along to serve as a conscience and
remove the blinders from a tunnel-visioned
public.
Mr. Beyer, if its flag waving you want,
by all means bring it back. Patriotism is a
noble virtue. Love your country, but don't
1
hate the rest of the world. He's a Serbian,
he's a Slav, he's not an Ayrian... simpleminded ideas like these have already started
To paraphrase Donald Beyer's letter of
two World Wars. Remember too, that the
last week, "Now that we have heard Mr.
liberal is not anti-American. He saw,
Beyer's misconceptions on politics, the
though that there was damn little to be
readers deserve some facts and truths.'' The proud of, and through courage and love of
true fact is that every "Communist" state
country extended rights and dignity to
in the world is in reality socialist, having a
formerly excluded portions of our populacare-taker government which, according to
tion.
Tim Palmer
Marx's far-fetched idealism, would of itself
dissolve when all members of the state are
so educated as to render government
needless. As an aside, is comparing
democracy to communism valid? If you
can't add apples to oranges, how can you
Holly Hamor's article on student fees
compare politics to economics?
and faculty salaries suggests a question for
With some astuteness though, Mr. Beyer
a useful follow-up: To what extent does the
does point out that Richard Brooks is overuniversity community believe the best inreacting to the prospect of Reagan's
terests of the university are served by
presidency, but his assessments and slanders withholding data on the salaries of faculty
of liberals are appalling. Phrases like
women? It would be interesting to know,
"(He)... is married to a Russian" brings to
too, what other state schools in the
mind the back-room murmerings at a
Southern Regional Education Board also
meeting of Night Riders or National
withhold such information.
Socialists (Respectively, the KKK and
Harriet R. Holman
Nazi's to the uniformed, Mr. Beyer). I
Emeritus Professor of English
hope that our new conservative leaders do
not share Mr. Beyer's fears and bigotries,
for one "Red Scare" was enough, and one
Joe McCarthy, too many.
Nostalgia seems to be the hallmark of the
I am writing in response to a letter writreactionary, though. The "Radical Right"
ten about the inadequacy of the drop-add
(not all conservatives, just the ultras) poses
system in the Oct. 17 issue of The Tiger. I
as much a threat to our society as does the
would
like to point out a few things to help
"Radical Left." They pine for the prethe students during the school year.
liberal days, before such "public enemies,"

It is going to be a do-or-die battle. To
make assurance doubly sure, you should
approach the match like businessmen rather
than as students.
This bragging from the University of
South Carolina about its superiority over
Clemson is too much. A total and clear victory from you guys will put an end to it.
Go Tigers! Up Clemson and down USC!
Vincent Chika

'Radical right refuted

Women's salaries

Paperwork orange

A student should find out from Sikes
Hall what he should do when dropping or
adding a course, transferring credits, credits
for graduation, substitution of courses and
changing majors. If a person preregisters
for classes and then changes his major, he
must drop the courses that he signed up for
before adding the new courses.
A student should check with his professors at the beginning of each semester to
make sure he is on the class roll. This can
save a student the hassle of trying to add
the course later after the last day to add.
A student should thoroughly read any
form he gets to make sure he does
everything that is to be done and to understand what he has done. If he has any questions, he should contact the person from
whom he picked it up.
When a student receives a notice to come
to Sikes Hall, he should come as soon as he
can. If he receives a form to turn in, he
should turn it in as soon as possible so that
he won't misplace it and to assure that he
will receive such things as Social Security
checks on time.
The drop-add card is proof for a student
tht he did or did not drop or add a course.
This semester alone, there were over 3,000
students who withdrew from the university,
and almost 15,000 courses were dropped or
added. Just phoning in or "letting Sikes
know" that a student wanted to drop or
add a course just wouldn't work.
A student should realize that most of the
people he comes in contact with in the offices are employees doing their jobs. They
don't make the rules, they are just following them. Yelling at them or just giving
them a hard time won't help the situation
but serves to irritate both of you.
As a student in college, I've come to
realize that I'm responsible for my actions
and also for knowing what I am supposed to
do. I know that most of my problems in
registering or such can be solved by going
to the correct offices and going through the
proper procedure.
Karen Moore

commentary by richard brooks

Why not renovate the name too?
Tillman Hall, that majestic old tower that affords
visitors their first impression of Clemson as they round the
curve of Highway 93, is currently suffering from the
renovation madness that has afflicted many buildings of
late.
, ¥i
Not that the thing didn't need to be renovated. It was
beginning to look shamefully decrepit. Now, it will
hopefully grace the campus with its academic aura for
another 87 years or so.
•
.
.
And, thankfully, it will remain the same shade ot red
brick and not be redressed in the hospital pink that makes
the rest of the campus look like an institution for the mentally insane.
, A.
TI „ .-,
The unfortunate thing about Tillman Hall (You knew
there had to be something wrong, didn't you Dad?) is the
name.
.
,
Now that the building is being renovated anyway, why
not rename it after somebody other than Ben Tillman —
anybody would do (except Strom Thurmond).
What's wrong with Ben Tillman, you ask? Well, he s
from Edgefield, for one thing. The others are that he was
a racist-segregationist pig and an embarrassment to the
I know some really nice people from Edgefield, but it
does have a reputation as a violent place. (It has the
highest per capita violent crime rate in the U.S.) And
Tillman was a rather violent person.
t
He won his illustrious nickname, "Pitchfork Ben,

during his 1894 Senate campaign when he said of thenPresident Grover Cleveland, "He is an old bag of beef,
and I am going to Washington with a pitchfork and prod
him in his old fat ribs."
That's not a very nice thing to say about the president
of the United States. I don't even dislike Ronald Reagan
that much.
Tillman's racism, coupled with his violent nature,
made him the worst demagogue ever to come out of the
South — an impressive feat, considering the competition.
He considered blacks to be animals, speculated that
they might be the missing link, and didn't think that they
could ever be civilized. And, of course, his speeches in the
U.S. Senate were filled with rhetoric about black savages
"deflowering" innocent white girls.
His tirades about the mongrelization of the white race
made George Wallace, Ross Barnett and Lester Maddox
sound like officers in the NAACP. After a while, other
senators, northern and southern, just stopped listening to
his harangues.
Granted, Ben Tillman was a good old boy'and did a
lot to help Clemson become a farm college and established
a state liquor dispensary when he was governor and didn't
like Charlestonians.
But do we have to have the best building on campus
named after him? Wouldn't the sewage treatment building
have sufficed?

Tillman Hall
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Become a published author - write graffiti
by Susan Ellington
staff writer
Vulgar, humorous, profound, and witty;
all these describe graffiti. It is language at
its liveliest, bringing out society's original
thoughts about anything, anywhere.
The reasons, for writing graffiti are
varied. Dr. T.B. Yandle, a professor of
economics and a collector of graffiti, feels it
is a "form of verbal aggression and a form
of poetry... It allows a person's writing to
be published while minimizing cost and being assured the words will be read."
The different types of graffiti that are the
result of this "low cost advertising," began
with basic one liners. The Encyclopedia of
Graffiti," by Robert Reisner and Loraine
Wechsler, contains several examples of
these one liners, like "I am a mistake.
Legalize abortion."

<H&>

Complicated style

After this, a more complicated style
develops, with something like "Alcohol is
your enemy," and a second writer adding
"The Bible says: Love thy enemy."
The least frequently seen, but usually the
most enjoyable, is prose like "Ring around
a neutron, a pocket full of protons, A fission, A fission, We all fall down."
Graffiti is probably written by everyone.
The "probably" is there because there is no
positive way of identifying a writer. Location and subject, however, can allow a
semi-accurate guess.
This piece, donated by Dr. Yandle, was
taken from a restroom in the Capital
Building, Washington, D.C.: "If pro is the
opposite of con, what is the opposite of
progress?"
A small college in North Carolina had
"Mitchell College ought to be renamed
apathy university." And under that, "Who
cares?"
Finally, this local piece, donated by Marty Evans, is out of Daniel Hall: "If God

wall graffiti can range from witty to the absurd to obscene and
vulgar. The author could be anyone, but he usually leaves his own mark
by what he says.
didn't have a sense of humor, Why did he
invent IPTAY?"
Something interesting
The content of a piece of graffiti also
tends to "say something interesting about
the person who wrote it," said Dr. Yandle.
A university, for instance, does not contain
the same level graffiti as a bus station. Instead of "Joe + Mary" in the bus station,
something like this conversation from
Xavier College in Cincinnati might be
found: ..."Suicide is the only truly interesting philosophical question" ...

"Suicide is not a question; it's an answer"
... "An answer to what?" ... "To be or not
to be, that is the question."
The general public's graffiti usually expresses an opinion on any subject at hand.
It can be about death — "To live means
trouble, To die means no trouble. It's better
to have something than nothing" — or
about school — "Life is elsewhere" or
"Fail now and avoid the spring rush." It
could be a plea for help, as in "Let me pass
my psych, test," or the dialogue "A brain
storm is setting in"... "I wish" ... "Me
too!" ... "Too late."

Graffiti can even be political statements,
like "Create public opinion — seize power"
and "When freedom is outlawed, only outlaws will have freedom." A week after the
latter was copied down, it had been changed to "When guns are outlawed, only outlaws will have guns."
Lonely spots
The areas which attract graffiti writers
tend toward lonely, quiet spots, such as
bathroom stalls, library booths, and
wooden (easily scratchable) desks. The
statements are usually unplanned, written
when the author has gone to do something
else. Often times, the graffiti is designed to
fit the circumstances, for instance if a roll
of toilet tissue is handy, it is common to
find an arrow pointing at it saying "USC
Diplomas" or "Course Syllabus, Take
One."
Historically, graffiti has been practiced
as long as writing has. It is found on cave
walls dating back to prehistoric days, in ancient bath walls in Pompeii in 79 A.D., on
the walls of St. Peters Cathedral in Rome
(dated 1614), and even scratched in the
glass of William Shakespeare's home at
Stratford-on-Avon.
Cowboys also used graffiti to communicate during long cattle drives. They
scratched messages on birch trees along
well-ridden routes to make their existence
known.
Unexpectedly, these bits of writing do
have a purpose, in the study of society. "An
experienced graffitiologist," said David
Ley and Roman Cybriwsky in an article in
"The Annals of the Association of
American Geographers," "can draw a
good territorial map of an inner city area
from the words spray canned on it." As the
center of a gang's territory, for instance,
gets nearer, the graffiti gets thicker, with a
list of gang members' nick names and
boastful slogans.

Students' classwork published in review
by Richard Brooks
editor in chief
Graduate students in a class taught by
John Idol, associate professor of English,
recently published an article on stream
names in Pickens County. The article was
the result of a group research project in his
Introduction to Bibliography class.
"Names in South Carolina," published
annually by the English department of the
University of South Carolina, printed the
article, "Pickens County Streams," in its

Winter 1980 issue.
Students who helped with the article were
Gregory Carroll, Anita Davidson, Jay
Evatt, Jimmy Gulledge, Jo Marie Gulledge,
Donna Gunter, Virginia Haley, Tom Hallman, Margaret Harding, Linda Hickey,
Luanne Hurst, Sandra Lally, Karol Norton, William O'Boyle, Wesley Parker,
Mary Pittman Parr, Mary Parrish, Barbara
Ramirez and Jay St. Vincent.
Idol also published another article,
"Street Names in Pendleton," in that same
issue of "Names in South Carolina." He
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$700

Men's Haircut Reg. '9.oo

was assisted in this endeavor by Glenn
Marsch, Steve Simmons and Valerie
Speegle — students in his honors English
101 class.
"The design of the project is to let
students see how to go from the library
research stage ... through the writing and
publishing stages" of academic writing,
said Idol. "What I'm trying to show people
is that writing has an outlet.
"It's not only instructional, but it provides a service to South Carolina," said
Idol, who finds out what areas of the state

have not been researched before assigning
the projects.
, This is the third year that his classes have
been researching names in the Clemson
area. The current English 890 class, according to Idol, "is doing roads in Pickens
County."
"One of the enjoyable things," said Idol
of onamastics, the study of names, "is getting out and talking to sources. Rounding
up the informants has been the challenging
part."
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Impress them by sending a singing telegram
by Hugh Hunsucker
features editor
"Your head says you got a lousy love life,
no brains, and you'll die within the next
week," said Ann McGarity of Greenville.
Dressed in a gaudy gypsy dress and her
hair in a scarf, she looked like someone
who knew what she was doing as she told
the fortune of The Tiger's sports editor,
Cobb Oxford, by reading the bumps on hishead.
Although her prophecies aren't
guaranteed, she was two for three with Oxford's head. She may still make 100 percent
if he decides to say any more nasty things
about Clemson's offensive line this week.
Song-a-gram
McGarity's gypsy act was just part of the
reason she was in The Tiger's lounge on
Nov. 7. McGarity works as a singingtelegram delivery person for Song-A-Gram.
Her services had been ordered by a starryeyed girl in Wisconsin who wanted to impress editor in chief Richard Brooks for his
birthday. Because he was a little late getting
up to the offices that day, McGarity was
entertaining the newspaper staff with a little
of her gypsy routine while she waited.

Ann McGarity

Song-A-Gram is based in Greenville and
can be found in the Yellow Pages. Just dial
244-SONG, and you can get the gypsy, a
belly-dancing duo, a Daisy Duke ("Dukes
of Hazzard") look-alike, a girl in a bikini, a
tap dancing heart, a "Grease" act (Olivia
and John), a bell boy, or even a gorilla (you
pay extra for the costume rental).
McGarity began working for Song-AGram in June when it first opened. She
answered a want ad to get the job. "I think
one of the prerequisites is you have to be a
little crazy," she said. "Everybody that
works with us likes performing. I was in
drama in high school. It's a way to have a
lot of fun and get paid for it."
Free-lance writer
When she is not singing telegrams to
someone, McGarity works as a writer. "I'm
a free-lance writer. This job helps me get by
while I try to get established. I've been
writing seriously for about 10 years," she
said.
Free-lance writing turns out to be an ideal
job for someone who moonlights with
Song-A-Gram. According to McGarity, "It
varies from week to week. We never know
how much we'll work."

Neither does she know where she might
be asked to go. "I have sung in everything
from a mortuary to a veterinary office,
she said. "At Byrnes High School, I wished
the coach good luck on the Mauldin
game.
"One lady got a little perturbed because I
told the Hungry Fisherman restaurant that
she was 40 years old," she said. "Mostly
everyone thinks -what is this? Why is this
happening to me."
Shock and embarrassment
The reaction also usually includes shock
and embarrassment, said McGarity. "We
performed a belly dance for a man recovering from surgery. I was told he popped his
stitches."
After she had waited at The Tiger for
about an hour, her target finally arrived.
His reaction included both shock and embarrassment. All he could say was, "You
called me away from drinking for this?
The cost of the service ranges from the
basic $19.95 bell boy delivery to $45 or
more for two-person deliveries or special
costumes. If the delivery is outside of
Greenville county, there is also an extra
charge for gas.

Over 325 students bleed for APO drive
by Holly Hamor
staff writer
Alpha Phi Omega, a national service
fraternity, collected 327 pints of blood in its
third blood drive, held Monday through
Wednesday of this week in the Palmetto
Room.
Working in conjunction with the Blue
Ridge Shrine Club of Seneca, APO sponsored the drive to send blood to the blood
bank at Anderson Memorial Hospital in
time for the holiday season, when blood demand is the heaviest.

The blood is credited to the Shriners'
blood account, a reserve kept for badly
burned or injured children treated at the
Shriners' Hospital in Greenville.
The Shriners donated prizes for APO to
award the groups which contributed the
most blood. Sigma Nu fraternity took first
prize, a year's use of a juke box, by supplying 57 pints. A year's use of a pinball
machine went to Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority, with 49 pints, while Johnstone
A-Section donated 28 pints and took 10
cases of beer as third prize.
Jerry Oberholtzer, first vice president in

The Mary Stokes Shop

charge of service for APO, estimated that
over 40 potential donors came to the Palmetto Room between Monday and Wednesday, but many were turned away due to
stringent donor requirements.
"The turnout was better than in the last
two semesters," said Oberholtzer, "but not
really as good as we expected." He explained that in the past, the drive has lasted only
two days. Having three days to collect the
blood, Oberholtzer continued, led the
fraternity to expect closer to 500 pints than
the 327 collected.

Nurses from Anderson Memorial Hospital screened the potential donors, taking
their temperature and blood pressure
measurements and determining blood
types. Donors were required to have eaten
within six hours of giving blood and to be in
good general health. They were not allowed
to donate if they had given blood fewer
than 57 days earlier.
APO sponsors blood drives once a
semester. The fraternity is also responsible
for such projects as a book exchange, a
registration information desk, and a drive
to collect donations for the Eye Bank.
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entertainment
theater review by dana hanson

Arterberry 'speaks out' for fun
The auditorium was dark for a moment.
Suddenly, the lights came on, and the stage
was transformed from a vacant state to the
creative workshop of mime artist Trent Arterberry.
So began the performance given by Arterberry in the second presentation of the
Performing Artist Series. The University
Union Cultural Committee sponsored the
program in conjunction with the South
Carolina Arts Commission.
The program was highly varied, appealing to a wide group of viewers. There was
something for Western buffs, "The Desperado," babysitters, "Daddy Babysitting,"
those interested in Greek mythology,
"Icarus," and the heads of the households,
"Dis-jointed."
Perhaps the most impressive part of the
performance was the introduction. Special
creativity and intense concentration were
exhibited in this portion of the program,
during which Arterberry was able to
dissociate his mind from body. Using his
hand, Arterberry was able to horizontally
reposition the trunk of his body or his head
without the slightest semblance of movement elsewhere.

Comedy
Though comedy did not dominate every
act, it was present in most cases. One of the
acts in which it did dominate is called
"Daddy Babysitting." This segment of the
program was one that more than daddies
could identify with. Included were the
duties of burping and. diaper time, situations lending themselves to comedy.
The most intense feeling during the performance was one that the viewer was
about to lose his dinner. This feeling surfaced not long after Aterberry began the segment in which he bit into apples searching
for worms. Instead of doing the expected
and disgarding the wormy produce, he extracted the worms for consumption.
In technique one the worm was sucked
down the throat, as one might do with
spaghetti. In technique two the worm was
wrapped around a finger and then eaten off
it. The last worm extracted was used as a
jump rope.
Arterberry later reached for a toy box
(something with physical substance for this
part of the performance). From it he pulled
what the audience perceived to be a yo-yo, a
balloon, and a set of chattering teeth,

spending a short time with each and quickly
becoming bored, as children do. He had the
last laugh though, for in the end he revealed
the empty box, signifying that none of the
items ever were.
Facial movement to express ideas is
characteristic of mime. This facial movement became a key factor in "Dis-jointed."
Eyes rolled backward and unable to focus
prompted the belief that Arterberry was
high.
"Icarus"
Lighting played an important role in the
performance of "Icarus." The shadow of
Arterberry's image was projected to his left
and right on the curtain behind him and
was as amazing as his own movement. Fluid
body movements created the impression of
flight. And as he flew closer to the sun, the
struggling movement slowed and the form
condensed to what resembled melted wax.
The performance then reached its most
crucial point; audience participation was
sought. Participation could have been a
success, but the lack of such could have
destroyed all Arterberry had worked to
achieve. Though the first of the chosen
was reluctant, it became increasingly easy

Trent Arterberry
for Arterberry to draw helpers from the
audience.
Here, he played bus driver, with each
participant playing the role of a passenger.
The bus exited the auditorium and returned
without Arterberry. The first passenger occupied the driver's seat upon the vehicle's
return.
Feelings about the performance were
summed up in the standing ovation Arterberry received upon concluding his show. If
this program is indicative of the entertainment offered by the Cultural Committee,
everyone should get cultured.

magazine review by sha sifford

Literary review presents Society's best
From those rich in imagery and thesauri
comes The Calhoun Literary Review, an
annual showcase of the year's finest as
selected by the Calhoun Literary Society, a
clan of campus writers who "read, criticize,
and make helpful suggestions on each
others' poetry, fiction, and plays."
The Review bursts into being with Rick
Straub's poem, "Mudpath at Sunup," an
interesting poem. The poem's one big problem is that it is totally overshadowed by
Straub's other poem, "Friday Night at the
Movies." Cozy. It is Cozy. Curl up in
papa's lap and hold your cinnamon toast
with both hands. It's saved from being
unbearably soggy by throwing in a few
unsettling remarks about the present, but it
still leads you to look home for the
holidays.
Mindy Starnes
"Something Fine" and "Mama's
Garden" are both by experienced writer
Mindy Starns and both show the effects of
her talent, but neither seems to be the best
she could do. Her device of being ultraspecific — for example, the repeated use of
brand names in "Mama's Garden" — is
not as smooth as it should be.
In "Something Fine," as well as
"Cowbody," by Reid Adams, the venture
into colloquial diction comes off as contrived, so instead of adding to the tone of the
stories, it jars you back to reality. Between
Starns' "anyways" and Adam's cowboy
drawl, it's tempting to speed read through
to their respective endings, both of which
are worth reaching.
Wayne Hayes' dewy sunshine, strolling
through the gentle wood, poem is
marvelous. Hayes can out-Walden a flower
child, yet he is unbadgered by the Hallmark
Card talent scouts due to his ingenuity.
Maybe if you had really scrutinizing
eyesight and were more adept at reading
tree rings, you could count the number of
squirrels and bird nests that old oak had
held.
"Old Tired Eyes," by Doug Russell, is a

good story to ponder awhile. It's ambiguous, but maybe that's an asset. This
ambiguity can get in the way; there are just
so many explanations for what happens:
the war, the noises, his wife, his genius
mind, social pressure — any others? The
ending is not too thrilling because it's so
vague, but if the story had one definite
answer, it couldn't play "the lady or the
tiger."
Cathouse ad
"Effie's." Yuck. It's singsongy. It's got
cute rhymes. It swings from the trees and
eats bananas. Actually, it sounds like a
jingle for a cathouse advertising campaign.
Public opinion has it that Kirk Taylor wrote
it this way on purpose to prove a point,
especially since the society published it, but
did he have to?
John Mounter's "Who Cares?" is a very
realistic but pessimistic view of apathy, the
disease described by Carter's "crisis of confidence" speech last year. It emits a sense of
deja-vu. Where have you noticed that feeling before? Last weekend? Downtown? It's
like a newsreel of depressingly familiar
scenes. "Who Cares?" makes you appreciate more those who do care, who keep
life from being quite that dismal and boring and makes you want to slap back to life
those who don't care.
Jeff Beacham's "4:15 in a Town" is a
realistic, carefully written poem. It has
clear, sharp pictures (that sounds like a TV
commercial), and it flows well, too.
"South Georgia Toodle-oo" by Russ
Boggs is a warm Walt Disney story, one of
the good kind like they made back when
Disney was alive. The two characters of
"Toodle-oo" are believably human and
balance each other well; you just know that
once they get going, they'll work together
beautifully. Although the ending comes
close to being sickly sweet, it does manage
to escape and a little cotton candy now and
again can be nice. There are a few technical
imperfections, and occasionally Boggs isn't
as subtle as possible, but that's picking nits.

Overall, "Toodle-oo" is good.
Dead cat
Next comes Karen Hubbard's poem. It
begins like a brain teaser. If Perry can hold
50 lbs. more than Gary, and the poet sits in
the middle, then who parts his hair on the
side? It moves on to decaying cats, and flies
and roaches. I don't understand, but it's a
fun poem.
"GocTs Chosen People," by Arthur
Slade, seems to be just another cheap shot
at religion up until the third-from-last line.
Then it becomes a cheap shot at religion,
with a slight, provocative wrinkle. The
writing itself is good, but the subject is getting old and stereotyped.
"Blossoming into Steel" is about this incredibly coordinated 2-year-old with a naked light bulb fetish... Actually, K. Barney
has quite a bit to say about taking chances
and growing up, and (s)he says it quite well.
Buried treasure
"Buried Treasure," Jenny Porter's short
story, is a lot like "South Georgia Toodleoo," in quality as well as subject. Although
both are about an older person lifting a
parentless child out of poverty, Boggs gives
fairly equal attention to both the giver and
the givee, while Porter focuses exclusively
on the former — including why the money
should be given and if it's even going to be
given. "Buried Treasure" has a few overworked elements (i.e. an iritating crusader
with a fire-and-brimstone message and a
box with a false bottom), but it's still not
half bad.
Rodney Stevens' '"Communion"' is on
the order of William Carlos Williams' "so
much
depends/upon/a
red
wheel/barrow..." It's a nice haiku, and
holds definite possibilities as a subject for
those who cross-stitch.
"The Far Side of Shannon" is presumed
to be a short story written by a young man
thinking back on his friendship with a
livewire named Shannon — how they met,
what happened next, and so forth.
However, it reads more like a female's

daydreams than a male's memories. A
glance at the byline ("by Angela Elam,"
the editor) tends to confirm this. Nevertheless, it's daydreams like this that make
boredom worthwhile. Shannon has the
ultimate fun personality. She is ideal; she
sets a high standard of the old reckless
abandon. Mark, on the other hand — Mark
who? As a literary character he is totally
overwhelmed, but with Shannon to keep
your attention, he's not really missed.

Ornament display
for Christmas
The Metropolitan Arts Council, the
Greenville Artists Guild, and the Carolina
Foothills Garden Club is sponsoring the
third annual "Christmas at Falls
Cottage."
The Guild Gallery in Falls Cottage, at
615 South Main Street in Greenville, will
be open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Saturdays from 10 a.m. til 4 p.m. until Christmas.
Potters such as Bob Chance and Carol
Sutherland have been joined by Geoff
Bird, Giles Singleton and Ann Bishop.
They are offering both functional and
ornamental work. Everything from a pottery spoon rest to an 18-inch bowl is on
display, and between are mugs, bowls and
mirrors with animal motifs from frogs to
giraffes.
Christmas cards and notes are available, too, and the Metropolitan Arts
Council, which in previous years has
presented the Greenville County Album
and the Calendar of Days, is this year offering Falls Cottage note cards featuring a
drawing of the 1837 Main Street landmark
by Lois Layton. Other original notes and
calligraphy by Kathy Bell and Laura Leiden round out this section.
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Union gives squares a chance to dance
The University Union Coffeehouse
Committee and Outdoor Recreation
Committee will sponsor a square dance
tonight at 7 p.m. on the quad in front of
the Union complex.
The music for the dance will be provided by Southern Select, a popular bluegrass
band that has performed before in the
Gutter. There will also be a caller for the
square dancing. The event is open to the
public, free of charge.
In case of rain, the dance wiTbe moved
to the Palmetto Room.

Nutcracker
Under the direction of Susan Gunning,
the Greenville Concert Ballet is readying
the third annual Christmas time performance of "The Nutcracker." The production, performed to the familiar
Tchaikowsky music, combines the talents
of students and seasoned performers in
the mythical fantasy of the brave nutcracker that becomes a prince and his
adventures among dancing toy soldiers,
battling mice, angels, dolls, flowers,

Little Theater

snowflakes, and clowns.
Two performances will be given at Furman's McAlister Auditorium at 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 12. All
matinee tickets are $1, and evening tickets
are $3 for adults and $1 for students and
senior citizens.
Excerpts from the ballet will be given at
Magill Hall on Saturday, Dec. 6 at 10:30
a.m. as the program for the Greenville
Symphony's Lollipop Concert, and in
mid-December, the Concert Ballet will
take a program to Shriners' Hospital.

Director Lake Williams has announced
the cast for the second production of the
1980-81 season at Greenville Little
Theatre, Ernest Thompson's play "On
Golden Pond."
The play opens Nov. 28 for a two-week
run, and the box office will open for the
sale of individual and season tickets on
Nov. 17. The box office telephone number is 233-6238.

book review by priscilla bunton

Tom Robbins writes for well 'red' people
■ "Still Life with Woodpecker," by Tom
Robbins, is a humorous but strange love
story that asks the question—who knows
how to make love stay?
The romance is between Princess LeighCheri and Bernard Mickey Wrangle, also'
known as the Woodpecker.
Although Leigh-Cheri is a princess, she is
brought up like most American girls since
her parents were exiled from their kingdom
and came to live in the United States.
Being an almost normal American girl
(she is a redhead), Leigh-Cheri attends a

Care-Fest in Hawaii that deals with social
problems, where she meets the Woodpecker, another redhead who is a bombexpert outlaw;
The Woodpecker blows up the hotel
where the Care-Fest is to be held, so LeighCheri attempts to make a citizen's arrest.
Instead, she falls in love with Bernard, and
with this strange beginning, this love story
continues with some not-so-everyday
events.
Robbins shows his strange imagination
when he reveals Leigh-Cheri's meditations

while she locked herself in the attic. She did
this so she would experience the same life
Bernard is living since he finally got arrested by the police.
Leigh-Cheri makes some "profound"
discoveries while studying a package of
Camel cigarettes. One of her discoveries,
resulting from the theory that she and Bernard concocted that redheads originally
were from the planet Argon, is that they
(redheads) could have been responsible for
building the ancient pyramids.
As in most love stories, Robbins include?

misunderstanding and heartbreak, but
there are enough surprises in this book to
keep it from being a Harlequin romance.
Even though Robbins writes unconventionally, with interludes about how difficult
this book was to write, the story has the
basic "Love conquers all" theme.
Romantics who don't mind the sexual explicitness Robbins so matter-of-factly
♦hrows in the story will enjoy this book.

movie review by michael rukstelis

Allen forgets sympathy in 'Stardust Memories9
Like most of Woody Allen's recent films,
"Stardust Memories" is autobiographical.
Allen plays Sandy Bates, a famous movie
producer whose past success is based on his
brilliant social comedies.
Bates, invited up for a weekend film
workshop at the Hotel Stardust, situated
somewhere on the New Jersey shoreline,
finds himself nearly drowned by his fans
insane admiration for him. They love him;
they say they worship the ground he stands
on They say he's a genius and ask if he
wouldn't please read their manuscripts.
Here's my resume. Please speak at my
school's film clinic. How about a drink
later?
All of this attention really keeps Bates on
the move. We often get the frenzied feeling
that Allen wanted us to have, but rarely do
we feel like shaking our heads and saying
about Bates "the poor man." Why?
Opening scene
The very first scene of the movie shows
Bates trapped in a train car of morbid and
ugly-looking people — a woman with a
beaked nose; a conductor, his face drawn,
pale and ghastly; a fat woman crying. Here
is misery and loneliness. And isn't it strange
that the funny man finds himself in the
middle of it all?
During the weekend film workshop,
Bates, again the trapped funny man, wittily
hedges his audience's pretentiously serious
questions about the meaning of life or
about the meaning of his films. And as the
camera pans their stiff, made-up faces, we
can't help but see the fans' ugliness. It is
almost as if their flesh is old plaster of Paris
'and cloth, ready to unravel very soon.
It seems that Allen has been watching a
lot of Frederico Fellini films but not really
getting their points. Fellini also uses the
faces of ugly people - dwarfs, hunchbacks, beak-nosed women, you name it —
but always with Fellini we feel sympathetic

toward these people. He shows us
something about them that is fabulous, rich
and wonderful. But Bates' audience is only
tedious and down-right despicable.
Ugly, pretentious fools
Allen is not being very nice in "Stardust
Memories." The cynical and ugly pictures
drawn of Bates' movie fans seem to be telling us, the viewers, that we're like that too

— ugly, pretentious fools.
The final scene of "Stardust Memories"
shows all of the members of the cast, including Allen, watching a movie of the
movie they've just made. The movie ends,
the lights go on, and the audience/actors
leave the theater looking and talking exactly
as they did before. They haven't changed at
all. How sad! Then Bates returns (he has

forgotten his sunglasses), and as he leaves,
we see him sad? alone, and haggardlooking.
Allen wants to hold up a mirror and say:
this is what you look like to me. How does
it feel? But, instead we see in the mirror only his image, and his finger points back to
himself. An immediate question comes to
mind: Why doesn't Woody like Woody?
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Christmas
Card
Making
Wednesday, December 3
12:00 - 2:00
Union Loggia
Free
First come, first served

for a
GOOD TIME
Video:

ROBIN
WILLIAMS
December 1-7
Ice Skating
and
Shopping
at Eastland Mall
in Charlotte, NC
December 6
9 AM
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Tim Belshaw
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Y Movies
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*Free Flick
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Nov. 21-22 & 24-26
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D
D
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Gameroom closes
December 13
at 6 p.m.

Call 2300

TJ

Art Gallery: December 1-7

D
D

t
November 23
GODSPELL 8 PM*

UNION PLAZA
7-10 p.m.

SOUTHERN
SELECT
(inPalmetto
Room if rain)

QllOB
the Gutter:
looking for talent for
OPEN MIKE NITE
January 15 at 8 PM

Wanted:
Student tech director
for sound and lights crew.
Some experience required.
Inquire at Info Desk.
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D
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Dec. 14
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D
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D
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l
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trailing the tiger by cobb oxford

Carlen worried about Tigers in the Valley
The day of the Clemson-Carolina game is
said to be the day that divides South
Carolina in half. Husband against wife,
brother against sister and friend against
% friend — all split depending on whether or
I not they side with the Tigers or the Gamecocks.
The build up for the game begins weeks
in advance, and the two schools watch each
other closely throughout the fall. Tickets
for the game are nonexistent unless you
happen to be a booster club member or a
student at either university.
This rivalry is truly what college football
is all about. So why, pray tell, does no one
at Clemson give a damn about this year's
South Carolina game? In years past, this
game, above all others, has been the game
that all of the Clemson students look forward to and talk about constantly the week
before the kickoff.
But the only comments I have heard this
week concern how badly Carolina is going to
maul the Tigers. Some Clemson people may
still be positive about the contest, but a majority has given up since the Tigers lost a
bowl bid last week in Maryland.
Carlen comments
But, USC head football coach Jim
Carlen still worries about Clemson, even
though the Tigers are 5-5 and sliding.
"I worry about Clemson," Carlen said
after his team squeeked by Wake Forest last
Saturday. "I told people before the season
that I would rather beat Georgia and Clemson than beat Southern Cal and Michigan."
The Gamecocks lost to Southern Cal,

beat Michigan and lost to Georgia, so
Carlen and his troops will be looking to
split in their "big" games this Saturday at
Clemson.
"I still remember 1976, when they came
out on the field late and beat us up there.
You can always count on Clemson playing a
game in Death Valley. Just ask North
Carolina," Carlen said.
"Beating Clemson would be a big win,
but we have our work cut out for us,"
Carlen said.
Immediately after the Gamecocks accepted the bid to play in the Gator Bowl
against Pittsburgh (remember 34-3?),
Carlen told his team that they "had the biggest game of the year next week," in
reference to the Clemson contest. "I would
rather beat Clemson than win the Gator
Bowl," Carlen commented.
Defensive trouble
Besides the usual late-season injuries,
South Carolina has another problem, and it
is a glaring one. The problem is pass
defense, or the lack thereof. "I hate to play
a passing team because so many things can
happen. I also hurt for our pass defense.
We were in good position most of the time,
but we played too cautiously and gave too
much cushion. But, that is on me as a head
football coach," Carlen said.
Wake Forest's Jay Venuto shredded the
JJSCpass defense for 467yards on28completions for four touchdowns.
Tiger troubles
Meanwhile, Clemson is not in good

physical condition either, and head coach
Danny Ford is having trouble finding a
starting defensive unit to put on the field
for Saturday's finale. The Clemson pass
defense has also had its troubles this season.
It will most likely be tested Saturday by the
Gamecocks, as the Clemson defense will be
packing together at the line of scrimmage to
try to stop USC Heisman Trophy candidate George Rogers, daring USC to pass.
Rogers will get his yardage. The Clemson
objective is to keep him out of the end
zone.
If the Tigers are to be successful in their
final contest of the 1980 season, they are
going to have to throw the football against
the Gamecocks. Earlier this season, in the
North Carolina game, the Tigers had little
success moving the football until they
began to throw against the Tar Heels*
The same will hold true for the USC contest. The Tigers throwing the ball means a
possible Clemson win. If the Tigers choose
to grind the ball up the middle, take your
lunch to the game because it will be a long
afternoon for Clemson. Carlen is hoping
the Tigers choose to run and not throw.
On paper, this game looks like a USC
romp. Carolina has had the season it expected, while the Tigers have fallen short of
their expectations.
Emotion
The Clemson-Carolina game hasoften
been won by the team that did not
necessarily have the best personnel, but the
team that wanted it the most or had the

greatest need for victory. Emotion has
played a big role the past few years of the
series, especially last season's 13-9 USC win
over the Tigers in Columbia. Both teams
were bowl bound, and it was probably the
most evenly matched game in the history of
the series.
Emotion will play a big role for the Clemson Tigers Saturday. It has been a long 10
weeks for the Tigers, but this is the final
one. One last week of preparation was
undertaken to get ready for play against an
archrival that has been bragging and crowing all season long, an archrival that has run
up some tremendous scores on some patsy
opposition on their way to an 8-2 slate, an
archrival that has one of the nation's best
running backs to lead a potent ground attack.
How about those Tigers
And what does Clemson have? Nobody
knows because the real Tigers have only
stood up twice this year in disappointing
losses to Georgia and North Carolina. The
rest of the schedule, they have sort of slopped through, just barely getting by with five
wins.
Saturday is a chance for Clemson to
salvage a season and prepare for next year.
The Tigers are expected to lose to USC
Saturday afternoon, and many observers
are predicting a large point spread in favor
of the Gamecocks.
Clemson deserves to have something
good happen to it, and it just might happen.
Saturday.
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Clemson-South Carolina special

Ford says the Tigers are battered
by Susan Glover
staff writer
They say the tiger and the leopard are
natural enemies. In a fight between the two,
the tiger, the larger of the two cats, usually
wins.
This Saturday, this theory will be tested
as the Tigers go against Eddie Leopard and
the Gamecocks of the University of South
Carolina.
The Tigers are a little beat up after a
rough year in the jungle, as 11 defensive
players, not to mention two out for the
season, are injured. "The thing that concerns me most is if we can get ourselves
well," said coach Danny Ford.
"We're going to try and get them well
and ready to play," said Ford. "Thebiggest job this week is on Fred Hoover," he
continued. Hoover is the head trainer for
the Tigers.
At this point Ford is not exactly sure who
will be well enough to play this weekend
and who won't be. "Whoever it will be will
have their work cut out for them," he said.
Carolina
The South Carolina team is led by
Heisman Trophy candidate George Rogers.
Ford said he couldn't say anything about
Rogers that hasn't been said already.
Ford said that Carolina's quarterback,
Gary Harper, is somewhat underrated.
'•Harper is probably the best quarterback
in South Carolina," said Ford. Harper has
completed 71 out of 139 passes for 1,008
yards. Harper's favorite targets are flanker
Horace Smith and tight end Willie Scott.
Ford pointed to middle guard Emanuel
Weaver as the key to the Gamecock defense. Weaver is a 6-foot-4, 250-pound
junior.

THE FUJICA
STX-1 SLR.

A SMALL PRICE TO PAY
TO SHOOT LIKE A PRO!
Fu|l really alms, to pi**** with
ihe new STX-1. It's Ihe perfect
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Ford said that USC's secondary, like
Clemson's, will have its best players watching from the sidelines. Ford was referring to
free safety Robert Perlotte, who was injured in the Citadel game.
Tiger incentive
Clemson senior free safety Jack Cain,
who will be playing injured, said that this
year's annual grudge match takes on special
importance for the Tigers because they are
5-5 on the season and a win Saturday means
a winning season. "We want to have a win-

ning season," Cain said. Cain also commented that the players were tired of being
served chicken for supper every night.
Carolina also wants this game badly, as it
will establish a new USC record for the
most wins in a season. The old record was
set at 8-4 last year. The Gamecocks are 8-2
on the season, with their only two losses
coming at the hands of number-one-ranked
Georgia and nationally-ranked Southern
Cal.
In the 77-game series between the two
CLEMSON VS. SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON DEFENSE

CLEMSON OFFENSE

Clemson (5-5)
CLEMSON 19, Rice 3
Clemson 16, GEORGIA 20
CLEMSON 17, Western Carolina 10
CLEMSON 13, Virginia Tech 10
CLEMSON 27, Virginia 24
Clemson 17, DUKE 34
Clemson 20, N.C. STATE 24
CLEMSON 35, Wake Forest 33
Clemson 19, NORTH CAROLINA 24
Clemson 7, MARYLAND 34
SOUTH CAROLINA

Pos.

No.

Player

Pos.

No.

Player

WR
LT
LO
C
RG

41
77
61
63
70
68
81
3
35
32
22
1

JERRY OAILLARD (6-0, 179, Jr.)
LEE NANNEY (6-4, 260, Jr.)
BRAD FISHER (6-4, 230, Jr.)
TONY BERRYHILL (6-5, 230, Jr.)
BRIAN CLARK (6-7, 245, Jr.)
GARY BROWN (6-3, 257, So.)
RICKY GRAY (6-4, 222, Fr.)
HOMER JORDAN (6-0, 174, So.)
CHUCK McSWAIN (6-2, 190, So.)
JEFF McCALL (6-3, 225, So.)
PERRY TUTTLE (6-0, 172, Jr.)
OBED ARIRI (5-9, 172, Sr.)

LE
LT
MG
RT
RE
SLB
WLB
LC
RC
SS
FS
P

99
71
75
66
84
33
45
28
29
20
12
16

JEFF BRYANT (6-5, 257, Jr.)
DAN BEN1SH (6-5, 250, So.)
JAMES ROBINSON (6-5, 265, So.)'
STEVE DURHAM (6-5, 258, Sr.)
BILL SMITH (6-5, 220, Jr.)
CHUCK ROSE (6-2, 210, Sr.)
JEFF DAVIS (6-0. 223, Jr.)
ROD McSWAIN (6-2, 190, Fr.)
HOLLIS HALL (5-10, 161, Jr.)
WILLIE UNDERWOOD (5-11, 193, Sr.)
JACK CAIN (5-10, 180, Sr.)
RICHARD HENDLEY (5-11, 190, So.)

RT

TE
QB
TB
FB
FLK
PK

Danny Ford vs South Carolina (0-1)
Clemson 44 wins
South Carolina 30 wins

South Carolina (8-2)
SOUTH CAROLINA 37, Pacific 0
SOUTH CAROLINA 73, Wichita State 0
South Carolina 13, SOUTHERN CAL 23
SOUTH CAROLINA 17, Michigan 14
SOUTH CAROLINA 30, N.C. State 10
SOUTH CAROLINA 20, Duke 7
SOUTH CAROLINA 49, Cincinnati 7
South Carolina 13, GEORGIA 10
SOUTH CAROLINA 45, Citadel 24
SOUTH CAROLINA 39, Wake Forest 38
at Clemson

3 ties

Pos.
TE
LT
LG
C
RG

RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
FL
PK

SOUTH CAROLINA DEFENSE

No.

46
76
67
60
68
77
47
10
36
38
44
17

Player

BEN CORNETT, (6-2, 220, Sr.)
CHUCK SLAUGHTER (6-4, 250, Jr.)
JOE DOYLE (6-3, 240, Jr.)
MARK AUSTIN (6^1, 240, So.)
STEVE GETTEL (6-1, 260, Sr.)
G. SCHECHTERLY (6-3, 255, Sr.)
WILLIE SCOTT (6-5, 240, Sr.)
GARRY HARPER (6-0, 180, Sr.)
JOHNNIE WRIGHT (6-1, 200, Jr.)
GEORGE ROGERS (6-2, 220, Sr.)
HORACE SMITH (5-10, 180, Jr.)
EDDIE LEOPARD (6-0, 195, Sr.)

LE
LT
MG
RT
RE
LLB
RLB
LC
RC
SS
FS
P

No.

Player

80
70
52
74
81
50
59
26
20
25
28
13

PHIL ELLIS (6-1, 220, So.)
ANDREW PROVINCE (6-3, 250, So.)
EMANUEL WEAVER (6^t, 250, Jr.)
CHUCK ALLEN (6-3, 250, Sr.)
HAL HENDERSON (6-2, 210, Jr.)
ED BAXLEY (6^2, 225, Sr.)
WALT KATER (6-1, 220, Sr.)
HARRY SKIPPER (5-10, 170, So.)
MARK BRIDGES (5-10, 175, Sr.)
PAT BOWEN (6-1, 195, So.)
GARY BURGER (6-1, 185, Sr.)
CHRIS NORMAN (6-2, 185, Fr.)

WE PAYCASH FOR CLASS
RINGS & WEDDING BANDS
SOUTHEASTERN GOLD EXCHANGE
AGENT NOW STATIONED EVERYDAY INSIDE OUR STORES.
SOUTHEASTERN GOLD EXCHANGE
s the largest gold reclammation company with professional buyers, trained by
company executives in 31 U. S. CITIES.
WE ALWAYS PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES
AND WE ALWAYS PAY THE PRICES
ADVERTISED ... OR MORE! YOU CAN
COUNT ON IT!
We Buy All Kinds of Gold Rings and Gold
Jewelry ... Regardless of Wear or Condition ... It doesn't have to be marked with
The Karat Number... Our Trained Buyers
Can Test And Buy It and Pay You TOPMARKET-PRICES

ANY GOLD ITEM

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

CLASS RINGS

14K

10K

Mini-Ring.
Small Ring
Medium Ring
Large Ring
Ex. Large Ring
Jumbo Ring
Super Ring

$55.75
89.20
133.80
189.55
234.15
278.75
334.50

$45.75
73.20
109.80
155.55
192.15
228.75
274.50

WEDDING RINGS
Mini-Ring
Small Ring
Medium Ring
Large Ring
Ex. Large Ring

18K
$22.50
45.00
67.00
90.00
112.50

$16.73
33.45
50.18
66.90
83.63

14K

(Prices subject to change due to market fluctuation)

"A Local Business"

BUYING

5AiMt * or-HI-

limited quantity

Jim Carlen vs Clemson (2-3)

SOUTH CAROLINA OFFENSE

$

149 95

schools Clemson has won 44 times, lost 30
and tied 3. The series began in 1896 but was
suspended from 1909 to 1917. In the last 40
years the two teams have run neck-andheck, with 19 wins and 2 ties each.
Saturday's game between the bruised and
battered Tigers and the chickens and their
Leopard will determine which team will
break the 40 year tie. It will also decide if
Clemson fans have to eat crow all winter, or
better yet chicken.

(Not here today and gone tomorrow,
not just a two day deal in a motel,
but here to stay.)

SHIRLEY'S
SUPERMARKET
Clemson Shopping Center
Clemson, S.C.
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Gymnastics

Clemson-South Carolina special

Glemson has a bowl game
by Amy Jones
staff writer
The Clemson football players agree on
one thing concerning Saturday's clash with
archrival South Carolina. The Tigers are all
looking at the battle with the Gamecocks as
their 1980 "bowl game."
Starting quarterback Homer Jordan, a
sophomore from Athens, Ga., said that,
"the game is real important. This is our
bowl game since we aren't going to one."
Jordan feels that with the Gamecocks providing the opposition, he will be ready and
really up for the game. Clemson's other
quarterback, junior Mike Gasque, wants to
win but said, "Since I am from North
Carolina, I would have rather beaten some
teams from around there, but we need to
win Saturday against USC in order to
salvage our season." Gasque said that the
■ Tigers have been keyed up to play all week
and "hopefully that intensity will carry over

into the game."
Winning note
Wide receiver Perry Tuttle wants to
finish the season on a winning note. The
junior pass catcher, who is leading the
Atlantic Coast Conference in pass reception, said, "Carolina is our big rival. We
are looking at this as our bowl game, and it
doesn't take much to get psyched up for
USC." When asked if he thought the fact
that USC is going to the Gator Bowl will af'fect him or the team, he said, "Yes, because
we are going to be sitting at home over the
holidays. It is very disappointing."
Defensive tackle Dan Benish is a sophomore from Hubbard, Ohio.'But, he too has
gotten wrapped up in the Clemson-USC
rivalry. To Benish, the game "means an
awful lot. I just want to beat the hell out of
them," Benish said. Benish will be playing
against USC offensive tackle Chuck
Slaughter, and Benish labels this confronta-

Winter sports schedules
Men's Basketball
Nov 28-29 IPTAY Tournament at Clemson (Cornell, Rice,
Fairfield, and Clemson)
Dec 3
SANFORD
6
at South Carolina
13
ILLINOIS TECH
16
WEST VIRGINIA TECH
19-20 at Milwaukee Classic (Marquette, Illinois State,
Cal-Bakersfield, and Clemson)
27-30 at Rainbow Classic (Honolulu, Hawaii)
Jan 3
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
7
at Georgia Tech
10
at Wake Forest
Women's Basketball
Dec 1
at Carson-Newman
3
NORTH CAROLINA
6
at South Carolina
13
MARYLAND
16
TENNESSEE TECH

18-20 Mississippi University for Women Tournament
(Columbia, Miss.)
Jan 2-3 University of Pacific Classic (Stockton, Cal.)
4
at California (Berkeley)
7
at Georgia Tech
9-10 LADY TIGER INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT
(Clemson, Appalachian State, Georgia, Alabama)
Wrestling
Nov 28-29
Dec 5
6
13-14
15
27-28
Jan 9-10

at Southern Open (Chattanooga, Tenn.)
Citadel and Furman at Greenville
TIGER 8 INVITATIONAL
Mat Town Tournament
at Wilkes College
at Midlands (Chicago)
at Virginia Duals (Hampton, Va.)

Swimming
Nov 29-30 INVITATIONAL MEET (Men and Women)
Dec 6
at Duke (Men and Women)
Jan 16
at Richmond (Men and Women)

tion as a "personal challenge."
Hometown trouble
Bo Blanton, who is the team's holder on
placekicks, said his hometown enters into
the Clemson-USC situation. "I live in Summerville, and last year I really caught it
from the USC fans. Last year was awful
when we lost to them," Blanton said. "We
will go crazy on Saturday because this is our
bowl game."
Offensive guard Brian Clark sees the
Carolina game as a chance to accomplish
something for themselves. "This game
determines our season. Hopefully, we will
finish 6-5," Clark said. The whole week is
extra special to Clark. "Saturday will be the
seniors last game at Clemson so this is our
bowl game," Clark said.
Senior defensive back Jack Cain said, "I
can't help The Tiger out in any way after
the things that Cobb Oxford has said about
us."
Senior defensive tackle Steve Durham
said that "this is the most important game
in my four years here at Clemson. I plan to
double up on everything I usually do to
prepare for the game. I'm out to win,"
Durham concluded.
Series
The series between the two schools stands
at 44-30-3 in favor of Clemson, and Saturday's 78th meeting will be another grudge
match between the Tigers and the Gamecocks. The Gamecocks will continue on to
the Gator Bowl to face Pittsburgh in late
December.
On the other hand, the Tigers have a
bowl game also. But, their bowl game is not
happening in late December. Clemson's
bowl game begins at 1 p.m. Saturday in
Death Valley.

The Clemson Gymnastic teams will host
their first meets of the season Saturday
evening at 7 o'clock at Fike Recreation
Center. The men's squad will tangle with
the Wolfpack of North Carolina State,
while the women's unit will host Western
Carolina.
The men's team is still on the club level,
while the women will enter AIAW Division III for the first time this season.
In an unusual arrangement, the Clemson Athletic Department is not funding
the women's intercollegiate squad. Instead, it is being sponsored by student
government funding.

Basketball
■ Clemson head basketball coach Bill
Foster and his Tigers were defeated by the
Polish National Team 92-87 in a preseason
exhibition game held at Littlejohn Coliseum last Thursday. The Tigers will have
two more opportunities to play before the
IPTAY Tournament season opener vs. Cornell on Nov. 28 at 7 p.m. Rice and Fairfield'
Universities will also be in the tourney field.
(Tickets for the tourney will be available at
Jervey Athletic Center Ticket Office before
the USC football game this Saturday at a
cost of $6 per night.)
Forty minutes after the Clemson vs.
South Carolina football game this Saturday
(Nov. 22) the annual Orange and White
Scrimmage will take place in Littlejohn Coliseum. Tickets will be available for this
event at a cost of $2 for adults, $1 for
students and no cost for Clemson University students.
Said Coach Bill Foster about the Polish
National Team, "They did not play like
they did in the game we scouted them. They
did not break nearly as much in the games
we saw."

MR. KNICKERBOCKER'S

VISIT

The Downtown Student Store

SLOAN STREET
TAP ROOM

THE

and what is left of our scheiss houses
* hot beer * cold popcorn * Flaccid Frank and
Jovial Janice, bartenders * the only LIVE PIANO
BAR in Clemson
and the COLDEST, CHEAPEST DRAFT
BEER IN TOWN
Mon. - Wed. - still cheap Thurs. ■ Sat.!

Cheap Tiger Mugs - Cheap T-shirts
Cheap EVERYTHING!
rFMV/JtLKIrtS

ON DISPLAY: the gaudiest ACC
Rugby trophy you've ever seen

Rumble Seat Clemson Jeans

OPEN AT 1:00
ON FRIDAY

regular retail price $24.95

If this bar was a discount store,
it'd be a Blue Light Special!

ON SALE NOW M2.95
LIMITED SUPPLY

Watch for our ad at the Clemson Theatre
after Nov. 27 (if you're still around)
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Rugby club wins AGG
by Rich Saunders
special to The Tiger
The Clemson Rugby Club won the championship of the
Atlantic Coast Conference Sunday in a thrilling, 17-16
win over Virginia in the final round of the ACC Tournament held at Clemson.
Clemson, Georgia Tech, Virginia and Duke were victorious in the first round of play on the rain-soaked fields
behind Jervey on Saturday. Clemson's Sean Tomlinson
and Bobby Clary each scored tries (like football touchdowns but worth four points), and Scott Brady kicked
successful conversions (two points) after each one to drop
Maryland 16-3.
A tough Clemson defense, led by Frank Archibald,
Dixon Printz and Tom Dupont in the forward line, held
Maryland to a single penalty kick.
Round two
That afternoon, in the second round, Clemson beat
Duke handily. Scrum-half Brian Mihalik scored three
tries, and the final score was 18-0. On the other field,
Georgia Tech and Virginia, two strong clubs, were locked
in a tight duel.
Both scored early in the game, and tough defense kept
the match tied for the next 68 minutes. In the last two
minutes of play, Virginia scored on a running drop kick
for three points. The final score was 9-6. It was clear that
Clemson would have a difficult fight for the championship the next day against defending champion Virginia.
Saturday night, Clemson hosted the seven visiting clubs
in the "third half" or post-game party, an integral part of
the rugby tradition. Ray Tompkins cooked 320 pounds of
barbecue to go along with 18 kegs of beer for the 160
rugby players:
Sunday's action
Sunday's action got underway with a match between

the Clemson and Virginia "B' sides. Clemson's Rick
Marscher and Gary Bidescombe each scored tries on plays
set up by scrum-half Mark Edwards. Jimmy Howard
kicked four successful conversions, and Clemson won
28-0.
In the consolation game, Maryland won an easy victory
over North Carolina, 48-20.
As the championship game got underway, Virginia
took first blood on a penalty kick for three" points and
then scored again on a sweep from midfield that resulted
in a try. Moments later, Virginia scored again to make the
score 12-0. Shortly before the half, Clemson scored a try
but missed the conversion because of an injury to kicker
Brady. The score at the half was 12-4.
Clemson rallied in the second half in a spectacle of fine
team play by the entire side and the powerful running of
backs Melvin Lane and Kevin Barringer and fly-half Jack
Miller.
Clemson scored on a pass from Mihalik to Frank Graziano to Bobby Clary. Brad Tomlinson made the conversion,and Clemson led for the first time at 13-12. Moments
later, Clary took the ball from a ruck and maul to score
again and give Clemson a 17-12 lead.
Only seconds left
With just seconds left, Virginia ran the ball 90 yards for
a try and a chance to win with a successful conversion.
But the Hartwell wind carried the kick wide at the whistle,
and Clemson was champion.
Clemson will meet South Carolina next Sunday for the
final game of the fall season. The "A" game will begin at
2 p.m., with the "B" game immediately following on the
rugby field behind Jervey.
The Clemson women's rugby team will also play USC
Sunday. That game will start at 12:30 p.m.

Brad Tomlinson of the Clemson Rugby Club
goes up for the ball in last Sundays win over
Virginia in the ACC tournament championship
game.

Chevy Chase Goldie Hawn Charles Grodin

Neil Simon's

SEE/US LKE OLD TIMES
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN "NEIL SIMON'S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES" A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
Music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Executive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
PGI PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED^ Director of Photography DAVID M. WALSH Written by NEIL SIMON From RASTAR
© IMC COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES INC
SOME MATEBIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOB CHILDREN
Produced by RAY STARK Directed by JAY SANDRICH
Picture*

Coming This Christmas
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sports commentary by cobb oxford

Soccer team nixed by the NCAA
A long and disappointing soccer season
came to a silent end Tuesday for head coach
I.M. Ibrahim and his Tiger soccer team.
The Tigers had been holding out for a
possible NCAA bid since early last week.
Ibrahim spent a lot of time and effort in
campaigning for the Tigers' cause. But, in
the end, his efforts were in vain.
For Clemson to have gotten a bid, the
NCAA National Committee would have
had to go against precedent and award two
wild card bids in one region. The South
Region of the NCAA is probably the
strongest in the country.
Seeded
Clemson was seeded fourth behind Duke.
Appalachian State and Alabama A&M.
The Tigers were hoping the NCAA would
allow two wild cards in the South so they
could gain entrance to the tournament. But,
the National Committee decided to exclude
Clemson and allow only one wild card in
the South.
The wild card teams and records are
Duke (14-3-3), Hartwick (11-5-1), Cleveland State (7-4-4) and Southern MinoisEdwardsville
UWVUlb (10-7-2).
\IU-'^/. Clemson
viviiwvu completed
wv*.*^—..*—

the seasons with a 12-3-2 mark against a difficult schedule.
Allowing two of these wild card teams in
over Clemson is totally ridiculous. Hartwick lost to both South Carolina and Old
Dominion. The Tigers beat USC 1-0 and
demolished ODU 5-1. SIU-Edwardsville
has a pitiful record. Seven losses is a huge
amount to allow in any national tournament.
Duke loss
The Tigers lost the southern wild card
because of losses to Duke and Appalachian
State. Clemson never was able to gain
ground on the Blue Devils after a 3-1 loss in
Durham.
—
Clemson tied with Cleveland State, 1-1,
to round out the comparison with the wild
card teams.
"It was a very bad decision, and we were
done over by the National Committee,"
Ibrahim said. "In effect, what the committee is saying to Clemson is that we have to
beat everybody we play to get into the tournament," Ibrahim said.
"We are going to beat people next year.
This is a terrible decision, and they have

cause for some bias on the committee. And
chopped us down," Ibrahim said.
this bias most certainly had a great deal to
"We were recommended for the bid by
do with the Tigers' not receiving a bid.
the Regional Committee, but the National
Around the country, Clemson also means
Committee turned us down. I am so upset,
foreign-dominated soccer. But, this season,
I think I am going to write every committee
Ibrahim played several Americans and a
member and tell them how stupid they
mixture of Africans and Europeans. It was
are," Ibrahim said.
not like the totally foreign-dominated
Ibrahim predicted that Duke would get
Clemson teams of the past. The foreign bias
crushed by Appalachian State in the first
probably played another big part in the
round and that the Blue Devils would not
selection of the wild cards.
even be in the game against the MounPolitics
taineers.
Clemson
will
not
be in the NCAA tour"Our time will come. I am very upset.
nament this season, and the reason it will
This is a slap in the face and a spit in the
not be there is not because of its record or
face. We did such a great job winning the
season performance. The bottom line is
last five games that I thought we deserved a
that
Clemson missed the playoffs because
bid," Ibrahim said.
the Tigers lost to national politics in the
Deserving
soccer world.
The Tigers did deserve a bid, especially
"I guess we will have to wait until next
with the wild card field that was selected.
year,"
Ibrahim said. "We will be back."
There seems to be some bias against the
And if Ibrahim has his way, Clemson will
Clemson soccer program and against Ibrareturn to the NCAA tournament in 1981 —
him personally.
after they get a measure of revenge for
Ibrahim is a respected coach, but he is
1980.
not well liked by many of his colleagues
because of his frankness in talking about
other teams and coaches. This could be a

Swimmers open with a wrecking of Tech
by Todd Hunter
staff writer
Clemson swimming is underway for
1980. The Tigers held an intersquad meet
early in the season, and the white team won
83-63. From there, they moved on to
Georgia Tech and won 71-44. "We had a

good show that day because we swam up to
our potential," said head coach Bob Boettner.
In the men's meet, one of the Tigers' top
swimmers was Tom Wirth. Last year, he
placed first in the 100 and 200 freestyle
events in the ACC finals, and set a Clemson
record in both with times of 45.51 and

1:39.9, respectively.
Neil Brophy, another top men's swimmer, placed second in the 1,650 freestyle
and 12th in the 200 freestyle, setting a
Clemson record in the 1,650 with a time of
15:46.30 in the ACC finals last year.
Keith Emery placed third in the 100 fly,
seventh in the 50 freestyle, and also set a

Clemson record in the 100 fly with a time of
50.22 last year at the ACC meet.
David Upp swims the backstroke and the
IM, and placed fifth in the 100 backstroke
event and seventh in the 200 at last year's
finals. He set a Clemson record in the 100
with a time of 53.01.

From the place
that brought free
draft to Clemson:

FOUR PAWS

(the drinking alternative)
in cooperation with

CAMPUS CAMERA
now gives Clemson

FREE FUCKS
TRY ON A PAIR ^io
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS
It's a whole new
experience.
They can be yours at
an affordable price.

$

ONLY 195*

Soft, flexible, and
comfortable
Easy to wear right from
the start.
Don't pop out easily
Instant fitting

Exam, lenses, heat care kit,
1 year Service Agreement
For your FREE TRIAL comfort demonstration call

Drs. Bell, Watson, & Jenkins, P.A.
WE RECOMMEND AND SUPPLY BAUSCH & LOMB LENS CARE AND PRODUCTS

210 N. Pine St.
Seneca
882-3338
•Standard B&L

BAUSCH
&LOMB

110 N. Catherine St.
Walhalla

^SOFLENS

638-9505

(polymacon)
Contact Lenses

Ultra & Hyper Thin

Tues., 9-10

We WILL be
open over
Christmas

This Week:
W. C. Fields
"The Dentist"

TONITE!
11-21-80

%

1st Annual
Who Shot J.R. Party

BEAT
THE
COCKS
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The Games
1. USC-Columbia at Clemson (+ 9)
2. Michigan at Ohio State
3. Oklahoma at Nebraska (-4)
4. USC at UCLA
5. The Citadel at Furman
6. Pitt at Penn State
7. Tulaneat LSU (-VA)
8. Texas at Baylor
9. BYU at Utah
10. Kentucky at Tennessee

the
4 LS

guest picker (61-39)
mike marzec (64-36) susan g. delony
circulation manager dean of student life
USC-Columbia
Clemson
Ohio State
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
USC
UCLA
Furman
Furman
Penn State
Penn State
Tulane
Tulanc
Baylor
Baylor
Utah
BYU
Tennessee
Tennessee

richird brook* <60-40t

M **

u

chuck keUey (69-31) keith mattison (67-33)
sports editor, taps
entertainment editor
Clemson
Clemson
Ohio State
Ohio State
Nebraska
Oklahoma
USC
USC
Furman
Furman
Penn State
Pitt
LSU
LSU
Baylor
Baylor
BYU
BYU
Tennessee
Tennessee

editor in chief
USC-Columbia
Michigan
Oklahoma
USC
Furman
Pitt
LSU
Baylor
BYU
Tennessee

m

SJI uno
1 iu&r
m&
■

cobb oxford (5(W2)
sports editor
Clemson
Ohio State
Nebraska
UCLA
Citadel
Penn State
LSU
Baylor
BYU
Tennessee

wililam pepper (66-34) don rima (66-34)
staff photographer
news editor
USC-Columbia
Clemson
Ohio State
Ohio State
Nebraska
Nebraska
USC
USC
Furman
Citadel
Pitt
Pitt
LSU
Tulane
Baylor
Baylor
BYU
BYU
Tennessee
Kentucky

Charles bolchoz (61-39)
business manager
USC-Columbia
Michigan
Oklahoma
UCLA
Furman
Pitt
LSU
Texas
Utah
Tennessee

Helen plm (56-44)
assistant news editor
USC-Columbia
Ohio State
Nebraska
UCLA
Furman
Pitt
LSU
Texas
Utah
Tennessee

holly humor (41-59)
advertising manager
USC-Columbia
Michigar
Nebraska
USC

van mattison (65-35)
managing editor
Clemson
Michigan
Oklahoma
UCLA
Citadel
Pitt
Tulane
Baylor
BYU
Kentucky

susan elllngton (61-39) bugh hunsucker (60-40)
office manager
features editor
Clemson
USC-Columbia
Ohio State
Michigan
Nebraska
Oklahoma
USC
USC
Citadel
Citadel
Pitt
Penn State
LSU
LSU
Texas
Baylor
BYU
BYU
Tennessee
Tennessee

dana hanson (53-47)
copy editor
USC-Columbia
Michigan
Oklahoma
UCLA
Furman
Pitt
LSU
Baylor
Utah
Tennessee

priscUla bunion (50-50)
1 "HJ CUIUM

Clemson
Ohio State
Nebraska
UCLA
Furman
Penn State
Tulane
Texas
Utah
Tennessee

Citade
Penn State
Tulane
Texas
Utah
Kentucky

Mini Mall

a

Clemson, South Carolina

HOURS: 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-4

FDA APPROVED COSMETIC TANNING BOOTHS

It's General Electric's & Westinghouse's
newest, most modern and efficient booths
available today.
With only weeks until the holiday season,
why not be the envy of your friends with a
golden Hawaiian tan for all of the holiday
festivities? A beautiful tan will enhance any
evening apparel.
What would be nicer to give your guy or gal
than a gift certificate for a tan from Super Quick
Tanning Center?
Gift Certificates Available
20 visits — s35
3 months unlimited visits — s60
1 year unlimited visits — s200
These treatments will not blister or age the
skin prematurely. Anything you can do in the
^un you can do in these new tanning booths.

SATURDAY NIGHT, NOV. 22

FRIDAY NIGHT
NOV. 21

ROCK & ROLL CONTINUES

LIVE & IN CONCERT

BRAZEN

NANTUCKET

WITH

COMING DEC. 4, 5, & 6

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

END OF CLASSES BLOW-OUT

BRAZEN

WITH

A ROCK'N'ROLL SHOW
YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR

SUBWAY
LADIES:

COMING WED., DEC. 3

IT'S YOUR NIGHT OUT
7 - 9:30

FOXY BOXIN'

DRINKS 50e, BEER 30«, DRAFT 15«
***************
GUYS ADMITTED AFTER 9:30

DEBUT
1ST MATCH AT
10:00 P.M.

